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Abstract
Advancements permitting the rapid extraction of 3D point clouds from a variety of imaging modal-
ities across the global landscape have provided a vast collection of high fidelity digital surface
models. This has created a situation with unprecedented overabundance of 3D observations which
greatly outstrips our current capacity to manage and infer actionable information. While years of
research have removed some of the manual analysis burden for many tasks, human analysis is still
a cornerstone of 3D scene exploitation. This is especially true for complex tasks which necessitate
comprehension of scale, texture and contextual learning. In order to ameliorate the interpretation
burden and enable scientific discovery from this volume of data, new processing paradigms are
necessary to keep pace.
With this context, this dissertation advances fundamental and applied research in 3D point
cloud data pre-processing and deep learning from a variety of platforms. We show that the rep-
resentation of 3D point data is often not ideal and sacrifices fidelity, context or scalability. First
ground scanning terrestrial LIght Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) models are shown to have an
inherent statistical bias, and present a state of the art method for correcting this, while preserving
data fidelity and maintaining semantic structure. This technique is assessed in the dense canopy
of Micronesia, with our technique being the best at retaining high levels of detail under extreme
down-sampling (< 1%). Airborne systems are then explored with a method which is presented to
pre-process data to preserve a global contrast and semantic content in deep learners. This approach
is validated with a building footprint detection task from airborne imagery captured in Eastern TN
from the 3D Elevation Program (3DEP), our approach was found to achieve significant accuracy
improvements over traditional techniques. Finally, topography data spanning the globe is used
to assess past and previous global land cover change. Utilizing Shuttle Radar Topography Mis-
sion (SRTM) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data, paired with the
airborne preprocessing technique described previously, a model for predicting land-cover change
from topography observations is described.
iii
iv
The culmination of these efforts have the potential to enhance the capabilities of automated 3D
geospatial processing, substantially lightening the burden of analysts, with implications improving
our responses to global security, disaster response, climate change, structural design and extra-
planetary exploration.
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Some of the most challenging environmental problems that we will face over the next few decades,
e.g., land cover change assessments, extreme events, food security, etc., likely will have their
solutions predicated by the fields of remote sensing and computer vision [16, 8, 11, 9]. Such
approaches stand in direct contrast to traditional efforts, whereby the acquisition of information
related to large natural systems typically was achieved through physically crude direct observation,
such as direct surveys of the land topography and land cover content [1, 15]. Field surveys such
as these are coarse, prone to human error and expensive in terms of both time and resources[7, 4].
Modern three-dimensional (3-D) measurement technologies improve upon conventional surveys,
achieving synoptic coverage, while removing most human bias [13, 14]. However, these mod-
els are often not as finely detailed as human observation, which may capture contextually rich
patterns in observation. But is stands to reason that spaceborne, airborne, and ground-based sys-
tems offer opportunities to autonomously extract geospatial information in three dimensions[2].
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Their operational use, however, has found limited adoption due to poor processing practices and
a lack of globally-applicable and temporally-robust algorithms [5, 6]. We contend that the three-
dimensional (3D) algorithm domain is especially lacking, when compared to 2D image-based
approaches[3].
To address these limitations, this dissertation advances operational procedures for 3-D struc-
tural processing and information extraction in terms of three main objectives, which scale from
the local to global, and the instantaneous to the temporally dynamic.
1.2 Objectives
This dissertation addresses three main objectives related to the improvement of retrieval of ac-
tionable information from 3-D imaging sensors. The objectives and corresponding sub-objectives
include:
• Assess the presence and impact of sampling bias in terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) systems.
– Quantify the distribution of sampling patterns for conventional terrestrial laser scan-
ning systems.
– Determine a solution which may mitigate the impact of sampling bias in TLS scan
paths.
– Evaluate the impact of this technique compared to other state-of-the-art sampling
methods.
• Determine a global format for preprocessing topographical 3-D data from remote sensing
platforms, which is best posed for machine learning.
– Evaluate current approaches used by the computer vision community.
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– Determine a mapping for elevation values which represents data in a physically-meaningful
representation and allows for enhanced learning.
– Assess the ability of the proposed method for generalizing to other regions.
– Evaluate the validity of the proposed method using receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curves compared to other standard methods.
• Assess the capability to use 3-D topography data as a proxy to predict land cover change on
a global scale.
– Quantify the error of classification accuracy, based on historical data.
– Determine the validity of the embedded confidence metric.
– Evaluate the validity of the proposed method using ROC curves compared to other
standard methods.
1.3 Dissertation Layout
This dissertation contains six chapters. The Introduction is the first chapter.
1.3.1 Chapter 2: Background
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive background on the context for this work. 3-D imagery is
a powerful asset for the extraction of information about the natural world. Traditional methods,
which rely heavily on human labor and time consuming collection, may be replicated or enhanced
with 3-D processing. Remotely sensed imagery is able to provide rapid synoptic coverage, but
often leave significant ambiguity to machine interpretation. This chapter describes the motivation
and methodology for the refined processing of 3-D scenes with the goal of autonomy in mind. In
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particular, the image formation and traditional processing techniques are described. Three state
of the art 3D processing pipelines for the extraction of biophysical parameters is presented from
which three key limitations are identified. These three limitations represent a holistic gap in the
ability of 3-D processing to satisfy the performance criteria of many end users (including the
cost, practicality and information fidelity). These limitations are summarized as follows. First,
we identified the need to correct sampling bias present in TLS systems without distortion of the
data. A correction is introduced which allows for a much more uniform sampling, with a robust
preservation of structure. Second, we determined that the pre-processing of topographical data
fits a different paradigm than traditional electro-optical (EO) imagery. Conventional preprocess-
ing likely removes information which would be useful for extraction of information. Third, we
assessed the ability to generalize topographical observations to other regions of the world. These
limitations are the foundation of the three objectives that were previously described. Each of these
objectives will be addressed sequentially in the following chapters.
1.3.2 Chapter 3: Weighted Spherical Sampling of Point Clouds for Forested Scenes
(Objective 1)
From the comprehensive review of recent work (chapter 2), the utility of 3-D data is demonstrated
to possess a potential to ameliorate some of the limitations of manual measurement. Decades of re-
search in remote sensing have yielded robust and rapid TLS systems to be used for precision scene
reconstruction. Despite the prevalence of these systems for research domains such as forestry, few
have addressed the sampling bias present in TLS systems. One result of this phenomenon is that
statistical results are altered by the presence of variable spatial resolution and sampling geometry.
Previous work has addressed this issue and have taken measures to attempt to reduce this bias.
The current state of practice approach for processing point clouds involves a grid resampling of
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a point cloud. Such an approach removes the spherical sampling bias, but causes the source data
to be altered, in order to fit the quantization of the grid spacing. Moreover, this technique does
not scale effectively, i.e., if one wishes to downsample a point cloud, the point cloud rapidly be-
comes unusable as the coarseness is increased. In line with the goal of downsampling a point
cloud, random selections of points is the de facto standard. Often the grid resampling approach
is used before selecting a random permutation of points. In this chapter we present an alternative
approach for correcting the sampling bias in TLS point clouds, while preserving a.) the orig-
inal point locations (i.e., without resampling) and b.) preferentially preserving scene and scan
structure during even extreme downsampling. This technique’s utility is assessed in a difficult 3D
vegetation environment, as is found in structurally-complex mangrove forests in Micronesia.
1.3.3 Chapter 4: Global Partitioning Elevation Normalization Applied to Building
Footprint Prediction (Objective 2)
From the ground-based view, taken in chapter 3, an airborne preprocessing perspective is exam-
ined in chapter 4. This chapter specifically deals with the series of preprocessing steps which
are beneficial for machine learning with topography data. Conventionally, the machine learning
community uses a form of normalization or data whitening as a preprocessing step for many types
of algorithms. The various feature scaling methods typically are made in order to equally weight
features, especially when the relative magnitude of features varies widely.
Unfortunately, these techniques were designed primarily for non-sparse and low-dynamic
range data. Distributions of topography data, however, can be extremely sparse and are not well
represented after normalization. This results in a sparse representation, where much of the rep-
resentation space is not utilized. Additionally, when not conducted globally, these data are often
normalized independently on a per sample basis. By normalizing this way, inter-sample relation-
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ships are discarded. It is hypothesized that normalizing in this manner is detrimental to machine
learning predictor performance. A repartitioning normalization therefore will be presented and the
performance of a typical encoder-decoder network with this preprocessing step will be assessed.
1.3.4 Chapter 5: Topography-based Change Prediction of the Global Landscape
Using Machine Learning (Objective 3)
Land cover and the associated change, are both important indicators of anthropological and cli-
mactic dynamics. Many decisions at the individual, organization, and governmental levels are
made based on data inferred from land cover. For example, change estimates in land cover are
important for measuring gross deforestation, melting ice, aquatic shore erosion, etc. Assessment
of such land cover change is further complicated in that many factors drive the change, includ-
ing human factors, climate variables, and geologic impacts [10]. Large-area (coarse scale) land
cover assessment typically is achieved for topographic surfaces via imagery captured from remote
sensing platforms [12]. Textural features, boundaries (edges), and elevation bias all contain in-
formation which is useful to delineate, for example, cropland from urban or forested regions. In
chapter 5, it therefore is hypothesized that prediction of land cover change may be similarly cor-
related with topography. Prediction of change in land cover is important as it permits a future
glimpse into global change on the basis of topographical distributions.
Using data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) platform, re-
trieved globally between 2001 and 2016, a series of change maps are calculated for all permuta-
tions. These change maps are integrated with Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data
covering the same study area, and used as a predictor variable to predict change using a convolu-
tional encoder-decoder deep learning model.
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1.3.5 Chapter 6: Conclusions, impact, and outlook
The gross contribution of this work, in summary, is a best-practice examination and case study of
point cloud processing techniques from both terrestrial and airborne/spaceborne platforms. Chap-
ter 6 discusses the impact of this work and the ripple of significance spanning other domains of
work. We describe further opportunities to leverage point cloud data from various modalities to
extract meaningful structural information from the natural world. We demonstrate that outputs
from this dissertation result in an improvement in the state-of-the-art practices for structural data,
especially is such data are exploited via machine learning approaches.
1.4 Novel Contributions
1.4.1 Chapter 3: Weighted Spherical Sampling of Point Clouds for Forested Scenes
(Objective 1)
• Development of a robust downsampling tool, which can be used to downsample TLS point
clouds, while preserving structure.
• A directed solution to the sampling distribution problem in spherical scanners, without re-
sorting to grid-based solutions.
• Provision of a case study showing the technique’s effectiveness in challenging environments.
1.4.2 Chapter 4: Global Partitioning Elevation Normalization Applied to Building
Footprint Prediction (Objective 2)
• Assessment of the current state-of-the-art in machine learning, as applied to topographical
remote sensing data.
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• Design of an encoder-decoder directed deep learning model for the inference of building
footprint prediction.
• Development of a global partition-based elevation mapping, which preserves source data
distributions, and as is useful for machine learning algorithms.
1.4.3 Chapter 5: Topography-based Change Prediction of the Global Landscape
Using Machine Learning (Objective 3)
• Development of data integration tools between the MODIS and SRTM data platforms.
• Development of a tool to calculate all permutations of land cover change for the duration of
the MODIS International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) collection.
• Design of a robust change encoding scheme under the MODIS IGBP system.
1.5 Related Publications
Portions of this dissertation or closely related work have been submitted in the following venues.
1.5.1 Refereed Journal Articles
• Weighted Spherical Sampling of Point Clouds for Forested Scenes, Alexander Fafard, Ali
Rouzbeh Kargar,& Jan van Aardt, Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, AS-
PRS
• Global Partitioning Elevation Normalization Applied to Building Footprint Prediction Alexan-
der Fafard, Jan van Aardt Mark Coletti, David Page in the Journal of Selected Topics in
Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing, IEEE
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• Topography-based Change Prediction of the Global Landscape Using Machine Learning,
Alexander Fafard, Jan van Aardt, & David Page, Remote Sensing
• Troubleshooting deep-learner training data problems using an evolutionary algorithm on
Summit, Mark Coletti, Alexander Fafard, & David Page, IBM Journal of Research and
Development Vol. 64 NO 3/4 May/July 2020
1.5.2 Conference Posters & Talks
• A System-Agnostic Global Lidar Normalization Approach, Alexander Fafard, Jan van Aardt
ASPRS 2019 Denver
• Troubleshooting deep-learner training data problems using an evolutionary algorithm on
Summit, Mark Coletti, Alexander Fafard, & David Page Oak Ridge National Lab: Oak
Ridge Computational Leadership Facility Conference, 2019
• A terrestrial lidar’s assessment of climate change impacts on forest structure , Jan van Aardt,
Alexander Fafard, David Kelbe, Christian Giardina, Paul Selmants Creighton Litton, and
Gregory P. Asner Silvilaser 2017
• Fabrication and Development of an Economic Ground Scanning (EGS LiDAR) LiDAR Unit
Alexander Fafard, Jan van Aardt, and Robert Kremens, Rochester Academy of Science 2015
1.6 Next Chapter Foreward
In the next chapter (Chapter 2), an abbreviated background of imaging systems and machine learn-
ing as applied to remote sensing is presented. This background builds up the foundational state of
practice for 3-D remote sensing, and contextualizes the rest of this dissertation.
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Many seemingly insurmountable 2-D imaging tasks, including custom precision agriculture and
large scale change detection, have been made routine through spectral sensing, pattern recogni-
tion, and machine learning [24] in the current research and development landscape. Global scale
questions have been made approachable with the use of passive and active imaging platforms,
which achieve synoptic coverage, high temporal resolution, and high fidelity data, among other
characteristics [46, 83]. 3D imaging approaches, or structure-from-motion, are especially interest-
ing, given their rich yield of topographical information, useful for surface structure measurement
across a variety of applications [65, 30, 13, 33, 86, 47].
While the capability for 2D imaging has grown rapidly over the last several decades, the ac-
tionable use of 3D information has found limited adoption at the same scale. This can be attributed
to several factors, including the acquisition model of 3D data being distinctly different than tra-
ditional imaging[17, 16]. For example, methods for the extraction of 3D surface information, in
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a remote sensing context, include many different modes of collection, ranging from stereoscopy
(photogrammetry) and RAdio Detection and Ranging (radar), to LIght Detection And Ranging
(LiDAR) and structure from motion (SfM) approaches. Though the data products which are de-
rived from these modalities are similar (digital surface model (DSM)s, point clouds), the imaging
system properties for each modality are different and require modality- and application-specific
considerations. Independently, many of these models, in their current incarnation, have presented
challenges when posed to global scale problems[13]. While this is in part due to insufficient spa-
tial acuity, small sample coverage, or low temporal resolutions, a larger cause is the dearth of
autonomous processing and semantic understanding of 3D structure[11, 65, 13, 17].
This in turn has led to the neglect of many important questions related to changes in global
(man-made and natural) structure, which require more comprehensive understanding of the 3D
environment [13, 11]. These questions span many fields and interests, from those inherent in
agriculture and forestry, to those within population distribution and dynamics, and those related
to topography (flood models, landscape changes, etc.)[13, 40, 22]. In this chapter we will present
a background to the state-of-the-art active and passive methods of acquiring 3-D information, as
well as current means of extracting semantic meaning from structural data.
2.2 3D Data Sources
In active terrestrial-, aerial-, and space-based imaging platforms, various modes of collection are
used to acquire 3D range information. Depending on the application, systems may be composed
of a raster-based design, a push-broom pattern, or a scanning optical element [61, 54, 18]. These
systems are often used due to simplicity of operation, well-understood propagation of error, and
straightforward post-processing requirements [23].
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In some other passive collection modes, a series of images are captured and used with geomet-
ric information about the image capture location to build 3-D models. Multi-image reconstructions
are used to construct 3-D models of a surface. Passive measurement of surfaces has the benefit
of not requiring specialized hardware and allowing previously captured imagery to be leveraged,
given sufficient localization information.
2.2.1 LiDAR, RADAR, and Other Active 3D Imagers
A prime source of 3D information comes from active systems which necessitates the tightly timed
emission of a signal and detection of a reflection from a target surface. These systems are able to
directly measure the range of a surface for each point [61, 80]. Such direct range measurements
from a surface may be achieved by sending a reference signal from a system with a co-located
sensor. The disparity between the time that the signal left the unit and the time the reflection of
the signal from a target surface is detected, is known as the time of flight (ToF). The ToF can be
used in media where the velocity of the signal is constant to simply extract range estimates in the
z-direction [27], as shown in Figure 2.1.
Originating with acoustic SOund NAvigation Ranging (sonar), sounds and their echos were
used to map underwater surfaces by the same principle. Prior to radar being used in airborne
platforms, sonar was used in air environments for mapping and localization. Compared to modern
contemporaries, these reconstructions were coarse and noisy, due in part to long wavelengths of
acoustic waves relative to electromagnetic waves, and the relative velocity of the wave to the
objects being imaged [61, 57, 28].
Radar improved upon this principle by using radio waves, which did not attenuate readily in the
atmosphere. With a higher phase velocity, and significantly reduced wavelength, greater fidelity
surface reconstructions were attained at greater rates. [28] With further reduced wavelengths,
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Figure 2.1: Simplified illustration of an active time of flight camera. With fine timing set by high
speed electronics, a signal is emitted and reflected off of some impermeable surface. This signal’s
return is measured by the receiver and the time between emission and departure is measured as the
ToF.
coherent beam LiDAR is often able to attain even greater spatial resolutions. The acuity and
spatial behavior of LiDAR and radar systems are well described in literature [55, 70, 71, 73, 87].
The spatial acuity in the x-y plane is driven primarily by the signal beam divergence in such
systems, since it represents the beam spread and the area subtended on the target surface. The
depth measurement in the z-direction is driven by the precision of the clock, as well as the speed
of the electronics on readout [70]. In any case, these systems generally possess well described and
predicted uncertainty measurements across a scene.
Ground-based or terrestrial LiDAR Systems (TLS)
TLS systems scan use LiDAR to collect 3D point samples by ToF measurement. A variety of
setups exist for TLS systems. These systems involve scanning setups which move a detecting
and emitting element pair around a prescribed physical pattern to collect measurements of the
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environment. Typically, these systems scan in a spherical configuration. For example, the system
may involve a spinning scanner that mechanically changes the angle and moves upward with each
angular epoch [18]. These systems have proven, extensive use in forestry, where individuals are
able to utilize structural scans of a forest to rapidly estimate woody biomass and other forest
biophysical parameters, such as primary productivity [47, 53].
Other LiDAR Systems
In addition to the scanning systems which are popular for TLS purposes, recent work has yielded
rapid framing format cameras which may capture 3-D information rapidly. These systems include
the classes of phase-based LiDAR, which uses interferometry to measure the distance of points
in a scene. These systems are generally able to acquire measurements much more rapidly than
traditional scanning systems (hundreds of thousands of points per second vs. thousands of points
per second) [35, 86]. On the other hand, scanning systems tend to have a higher dynamic range
and longer target range, and greater certainty in distance measurements.
Flash LiDAR is another alternative technology which measures wavefront distortion from the
return of a pulse of light among a framing array of pixels. Since one wavefront is used to simulta-
neously measure many points, it is possible to sample rapidly and create full- motion videos from
the samples. These scanners have the advantage of having all points being sampled simultane-
ously and perfectly registered in frame. This is ideal for tracking an object or motion capture use
cases [35]. Unfortunately, flash LiDAR currently has two limitations which have prohibited wide
adoption, a.) arrays currently utilize a planar array, which makes full environmental capture prob-
lematic. One would have to make use of a motion homography image stitching solution (similar
to what is used in panorama or photosphere configurations) to effectively capture meaningful 3D
data from the system’s surroundings; and b.) system focal planes are small in pixel addressability






Figure 2.2: Scanner-centric spherical coordinate system. From the perspective of the scanner,
the origin is at the location of the detector. In most conventional 3-D coordinate systems, the z-axis
denotes height, with zenith angle θ indicating angle off nadir, while the rotation angle φ indicates
rotation in the x-y plane. The distance or range of each point from the origin may be denoted r.
[78]. Available flash LiDAR systems utilize small 128x128 arrays. In the future this constraint is
expected to be minimized, but is currently financially prohibitive [29].
SRTM and Radar Based Systems
Radar has been used to great effect for structural mapping and 3D target detection. Developed
during World War II, radar consists of a transmitter which generates electromagnetic waves in the
radio or microwave regime, as well as a receiving antenna. This setup is similar to LiDAR, where
a ToF principle of operation is used. A processor and a precise clock may be used to measure
either the direct ToF or the frequency modulation of a time-varying signal. If the target has a non-
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zero velocity, Doppler shifts in the signal may be observed, thus providing information about the
target’s location and speed [55]. There are many variations and use-cases of radar systems. Some
systems are ground penetrating at the wavelengths which are used for measurement, allowing
for geological observations with some radar systems. Other systems are configured for surface
topography retrieval [32].
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is one such airborne or spaceborne variant which leverages the
ideas of radar to create 3-D reconstructions of objects and terrain. Given that the spatial resolution
of a radar system is proportional to the size of the imaging aperture, a SAR system is able to
use the motion of the platform over a region to provide finer observations. The movement of the
antenna over the target in the time it takes for the signals to be transmitted and reflected from
the target creates a large synthetic aperture, which may be many times greater than the original
antenna aperture [28]. These systems have the benefit of being able to generate highly detailed
imagery with relatively small physical antennae. Another interesting property of SAR systems is
that because of the angular relation with distance, more distant objects have intrinsically larger
apertures associated with them. This relationship results in more stable spatial resolution over a
variety of viewing distances and objects in scene [54].
Using an interferometric SAR, the SRTM in 2000 had great success in capturing structural data
nearly covering the entire planet ( 56◦ S to 60◦ N). With a setup which is illustrated in Figure 2.3,
the dual antenna setup yielded dual SAR signals. The interference pattern measured between the
two wavefronts yields a higher precision range measurement than a direct pulsed clock is capable
of delivering [32]. This space-based radar imaging project has provided a topographic map of
most of the world at approximately 1 arc-second (about a 30 m ground sampling distance (GSD)
near the equator). This model has provided the most comprehensive surface map of the Earth by
a single imaging system, and has proven useful for a variety of analytical tasks, including hu-
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man population settlement mapping, weather forecast models, water drainage maps and geologic
studies [32].
Figure 2.3: Diagram of the SRTM collection setup. The platform is an interferometric synthetic
aperture radar. The shuttle payload bay contains the main antenna, as well as the altitude and orbit
determination avionics (AODA). The primary and secondary antennae contain both X-band ( 8.0-
12.0 GHz) and C-band (4.0 to 8.0 GHz ) radar channels. These antennae are separated by the 60m
mast distance to estimate surface structure by proxy of interference patterns, with high fidelity.
[32]
2.2.2 Passive 3-D Reconstructions: Multi-Image Derived Surface Models
Multiple image point reconstructions have shown remarkable progress in the derivation of passive
3D point clouds covering large land areas [42]. These techniques are able to rapidly leverage
volumes of image pairs to produce structural estimates of land cover. This is often advantageous
compared to active imaging methods, such as LiDAR or synthetic aperture radar with respect to
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global scalability, utilization of fortuitous data and the lack of need for specific imaging hardware
[64].
Stereo image pairs may be acquired through a single- or multi-imager setup. In either case,
two images are captured at two known locations. The distance between the two focal plane arrays
is a known baseline distance. The two images of a scene then go through a process called stereo
matching, where an attempt is made to match each corresponding point in the two images[15].
This matching process provides a measure of point motion or disparity between the two frames,
where the disparity is a proxy for the depth of each point in the scene and can be used with the
geometry of the scene to retrieve depth estimates through trigonometry [42, 66].
2.3 Extraction of Information from Surface Models
2.3.1 Human Data Extraction
Regardless of the mode from which surface or 3-D model data is retrieved, human analysts are
excellent at visually recognizing patterns and exploiting them for actionable information [34, 11].
These sources of information include texture observations, as well as relative and absolute mea-
surements. Relative changes in the topography can be observed as local fluctuation in the surface,
which may represent individual object instances, such as trees, cars, or buildings [84]. Absolute
elevation may offer information about structures, which is correlated with different elevations,
such as mountain slopes or large scale topographic gradients. For example, the drainage behavior
of a region may be readily understood by a human observer of topographic data. By observing the
relative and absolute gradient across the terrain, it is generally the dominant factor in predicting
where flooding will occur [63]. This drainage may be a function of land use, soil type, and texture,
among other factors.
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Figure 2.4: Model of Stereo acquisition of land surface from airborne or satellite platforms
follows such a geometry. Two images are captured by either a moving platform or two separate
sensors separated by a known baseline distance. Each point in the two images have their locations
measured relative to each other to provide a disparity estimate. These disparity maps can then be
analyzed with trigonometry to generate a 3D surface.
Besides looking at relative gradient changes to detect structure and slope, surface data are
also used for region classification. In the wake of humanitarian response post disaster, it is often
important to have a well-characterized regional model which describes vehicle mobility and debris
spread [4, 88, 21]. An analyst may evaluate a region and semantically describe the terrain based
on the surface roughness, or rugosity [38]. In fact, the use of these cues, which humans may use
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to identify and detect objects in scene, is intimately related to a semantic understanding of the
interplay of physical forces in scene. Visual reasoning thus allows for concise and rapid decision
making.
2.3.2 Computerized Analogs
Naturally, even the best human-in-the-loop solutions require a finite measure of time and labour.
These solutions often are impinged by human limitations: There is a limit to the throughput of
data which a human can effectively analyze and consider. Furthermore, human efforts experience
exhaustion and lapses in attention after prolonged inference, which may lead to systematic drifts
in accuracy [49, 62]. Obviously, automated or semi-automated solutions which mitigate these
shortcomings are desirable, with the goal of minimizing human-in-the-loop dependence, while
maximizing information yield.
There have been decades of computer vision research which have been dedicated to this goal.
This work (described in chapter 2), has produced many novel techniques for extracting information
from structure, which has surpassed human capability in many areas [49, 51]. In particular, early
techniques have provided precise quantitative measures to many tasks, where previously only
qualitative metrics were available. Many qualitative and quantitative measurements are able to be
rapidly and accurately automated through 3D analysis pipelines [11]. These analysis methods are
generally divided into the categories of a.) analytical and b.) data-driven techniques.
Analytical 3D Analysis
In the domain of forestry, there are many biophysical parameters which describe the forest char-
acteristics, while being extensible to value-added information products, such as stocking or even
yield. Measurement of many of these parameters is both time and labor intensive, often requir-
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Figure 2.5: Drainage Basin near the Amazon rainforest in Brazil. In the top image, a panchro-
matic image is shown for the site from the Worldview-3 platform. Many details of the scene are
not readily apparent in the two-dimensional (2-D) visualization. In the bottom image, a 3-D DSM
is shown from the SRTM mission. The data values in this image correspond to elevation height
above sea level. It is immediately apparent that this are represents a drainage basin without any
external annotation.
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Figure 2.6: TLS LiDAR Point Cloud of Harvard Forest captured in 2012. Point clouds such as
these are useful for the assessment of biophysical properties of trees. A measure of biophysical
yield may be obtained by structural measurements, in turn obtained by proxy of the TLS scans.
ing many observations across a large number of samples[62, 13, 53]. Through utilization of a
TLS system, a forest 3D reconstruction can be readily attained, with salient structural information
available for analysis [53]. Some of this analysis may be conducted by human analysts; however,
this rarely provides a significant fidelity or labor boost compared to manual assessment [13, 62].
With this 3D reconstruction, one may take an algorithmic approach to extracting information.
For example, stem structure may be analytically detected and leveraged to extract tree bole di-
ameter along the height of a tree[11]. These proxy measurements help to provide an estimate of
primary productivity and biomass yield. Automated volumetric analysis has served to make forest
inventory a much less onerous task [53, 18]. While these techniques are useful and represent di-
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rect ways of extracting information from data, they are often analytically difficult to create or only
work for very well-controlled environments. Such techniques also may be non-robust to noise or
outliers [51].
Data-driven 3D Analysis and Machine Learning
In the cases where an exact analytical technique is not known, or where samples are too heteroge-
neous too derive an exact formulation, a data driven approach is preferred. Data driven analysis
relies on the formulation of rules which best fit the structure of the presented data [10]. These
techniques encompass the field of machine learning, wherein data are used to generate algorithms
and statistical models to perform a presented task without explicit instruction [19]. This suite of
tools is useful for the complex analysis of scenes, which require nuanced extraction of implicit
information. Machine learning and recent advances in deep learning are discussed in depth in
section 2.4.
In the context of 3D structure, one task that may be considered to fall under this purview is
land cover mapping. For example, a data-set may be constructed by collecting a volume of 3D
imagery which covers some of the earth’s surface, along with associated labels, which indicate the
type of land cover a region represents [2, 45, 79]. This data-set may then be used in conjunction
with a data driven technique which attempts to learn implicit texture structure of data and match it
to land cover type.
2.4 Computer Vision and Deep Learning
Data-driven techniques, described in the previous section, have been used extensively for image
analysis. The application of these techniques to imagery loosely forms the field of computer
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vision. The goals of computer vision can be summarized as the extraction of meaningful se-
mantic information from imagery, providing ‘human’ or ‘super-human’ retrieval of information
from images, videos, or other visual signals, for example, in the domain of image or face recog-
nition [76, 77]. Early methods of analysis included linear regression, support vector machines,
probabilistic methods and heuristic methods, like k-means. Supervised methods required a priori
knowledge of exemplars for the model to learn some information; maximum likelihood methods
and support vector machines use this information, for example [81, 20, 43]. These methods are
commonly used when there are training data, and a known correct ‘answer’ to a portion of a task.
2.4.1 Deep Learning
Deep hierarchical learning describes a wide class of machine learning methods which are directed
at learning data representations, rather than specifically tasked algorithms. The learning models
are loose derivatives of biological nervous systems [14]. Deep neural networks are artificial neural
networks that rely on multiple hidden layers between an input and output. By using a cascade of
nonlinear processing layers, which take input from the previous layer and provide output to the
next, discriminating features are extracted [31]. The features extracted allow the model to learn
upon multiple levels of abstraction. These networks are able to model highly abstract non-linear
relationships [75], which result in models that can be used for both supervised (e.g., known pattern
classification and identification) and unsupervised (e.g., searching for patterns in data) approaches.
Supervised learning is of special interest, where one can present exemplar conclusions (i.e., a
target) to a network, given some input data. The ability of the deep learning networks to compose
features from lower layers from complex data, which are well posed for analysis in subsequent
layers, allows for the creation of powerful inference tools [9].
Traditional approaches to many computer vision tasks, e.g., segmentation, required customized






























Figure 2.7: The VGG16 Image Classification Network, ingests a NxM (in this case 224x224)
image in a series of convolutional and downsampling stages. At the fifth downsampling stage, the
output is remapped to a vector of length 4096. This vector is used, after another fully connected
layer, to produce a classification for the image (usually expressed as an integer in the range ∈ [0,n]
where n is the number of candidate classes). Each layer finds salient mappings of the data to best
pose the classification.
filters to be engineered from scratch. Recent advances in the field of computer vision have pro-
duced variants of the basic ideas of deep learning. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)s have
been used to accomplish vision-related tasks by mimicking the functionality of the visual system
[49]. Here convolutional layers apply a convolution to the input, and the result to the subsequent
layer. The convolution is intended to model the response of an individual neuron to a given stim-
uli [1]. These networks are deep feed-forward networks that require little preprocesssing to learn
image filters, which are the analog representation of the receptive field of the animal visual cortex.
The receptive field of the mammalian brain extracts features based on learned filters, from which
visual meaning may be extracted [44]. As in the traditional usage of deep learning, this informa-
tion can be pooled and compounded in more complicated layers [52]. Neurons, however, need to
be linked to the input-output scheme in terms of weights.
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The weights of each "neuron" are refined through the use of back-propagation. This involves
the calculation of the gradient of a calculated prediction loss function (a calculated difference
between network output and expected output) and the backwards propagation through the layers
of the model, all the way to the input via automatic differentiation [56]. These weights are then
updated by some user-defined fraction of the gradient [74]. This process is conducted iteratively,
as the accuracy of predictions is refined. Generally, inputs are provided in the form of a normalized
input of a fixed NxMxD size. These inputs interact with a series of linear and nonlinear layers
through convolution. At the end of the network, the output is compared with a training “truth set",
and the error (loss) is measured according to some metric loss function. The error is then back-
propagated to each of the prior layers in the network through a series of differentials, in order to
make incremental adjustments to the weights of each of the layers [8].
2.4.2 Encoder-Decoder Models
Early CNN models focused heavily on the image classification task, as applied to the whole image.
For example, the formulation of VGG16 (see Figure 2.7) provides a classification label for the
NxM image. Often, this classification strategy is too coarse for some image-based tasks. The
detection and localization of objects within a scene represents one instance where this may be true.
With the system laid out by VGG16, one can effectively predict categorical labels for imagery.
This was executed by training and testing on the ImageNet dataset in 2014 [48, 59]. Categorical
labeling is a useful tool for the machine-based contextual understanding of imagery, however,
one may wish to label parts of an image, rather than the image itself. Then, the task of image
segmentation and classification is broached.
Relying on the basis described, CNN’s have been used to conduct the tasks of image classifica-
tion, or predicting labels on a pixel-wise basis across the image. Known colloquially as semantic
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segmentation, CNN’s have proven to be very effective at automatically generating predictions for
images [60]. These techniques steadily have found traction in the field of remote sensing for the
tasks previously reserved for classical segmentation techniques, e.g., support vector machines, re-
gressions, expectation maximization, decision trees, and Bayesian methods [39]. Encoder-decoder
CNN models used for this task are constructed by reformulating the familiar VGG-style encoder,
paired with a connecting bit (a bottleneck) and an inverted CNN encoder (a decoder), to form
an hourglass-shaped network structure. At each level of the encoder and decoder, the input is
downsampled or upsampled, respectively. Between these levels are information channels, known
as skip connections, which preserve high frequency information, during both pre-downsampling
and post-upsampling. An example of an encoder-decoder network is drawn in Figure 2.8. The en-
coder region of the network ingests the image and seeks to find an optimal feature transformation
to extract salient information from the scene. A bottleneck region between the two provides an
interpretation of this data representation, and outputs it to the decoder. The decoding region then
resamples the image to its original dimensionality and provides a class label, as determined by a
softmax layer at the output of the network[6].
2.4.3 Application of Machine Learning Models to a Specific Use Case - Global
Land Cover Change
Advancements in machine learning have benefited many fields, with one of these fields undoubt-
edly being the field of remote sensing. Utilizing observations from imaging systems, many ad-
vancements in computer vision have been directly translatable to use on airborne, spaceborne, and
other imaging systems. These observables, which were previously only actionable through direct
human analyst interpretation, have achieved success as inputs to machine learning models, trained
to answer discrete questions. Some of these questions may include scene classification (e.g. se-

































Figure 2.8: Typical Encoder-Decoder Network, used for image segmentation. An encoder-
decoder is, as the name implies, composed of an encoder, bottleneck, and decoder. Imagery input
enters the encoder on the left hand side, and is downsampled at each layer. The output enters
a bottle neck region, and is upsampled to enter the decoder. The decoder upsamples and even-
tually restores the image input dimensionality. The decoder achieves a feature transformation
which provides well-separated features for image classification, while the decoder restores im-
age dimensionality and classifies the output. At each resolution level, skip-connections preserve
high frequency information that would otherwise be lost in the sampling. These skip connections
permit for sharp classification lines [6].
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mantic classification via an encoder-decoder model like SegNet [6]), object recognition or target
detection (via a region proposal architecture such as R-CNN [36, 37]), or image labelling to clas-
sify image types (similar to the imageNet trained AlexNet [76, 48]). It is now tractable to explore
the possibilities of pattern recognition and change prediction, based on a many-layer deep CNN
network, given the emphasis on the encoder-decoder semantic segmentation approach. These deep
connections, unprecedented data availability, and available computational resources, all allow for
a greatly enhanced ability to ask scientific, spatially-localized questions about remotely observed
regions. One such question may be the prediction of land cover change across a region. Land
cover change is a prime concern worldwide, with many environmental and anthropological fac-
tors at play. Given the complexity of the input, it is interesting to see to what extent the change
may be predicted using direct electro-optical observations. Recent work has shown success in
predicting land cover change in regions [85] using RGB and other airborne imagery. These efforts
are unfortunately limited to the scope of small regions, rather than a large area predictive models.
This small scope in part is due to the failure of models to generalize to a variety of terrain and
also how the data is presented to a machine learning model. The current state of practice will be
described in section 2.4.4. In principle, it would be desirable to create a model which is capable
of generalizing to a larger regional span of remote sensing data. Such a model, however, rely on
proper data preparation, especially in terms of preprocessing and feature normalization, both of
which arguably are essential to consistency in the input-output mechanisms of such deep learning
models.
2.4.4 Data Preprocessing and Feature Normalization
Conventionally, data are normalized or whitened prior to processing by machine learning algo-
rithms. Input values to a algorithm may vary wildly, such as in the case where raw photon count
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values are being used to predict some form of astronomical phenomena. In this case, the values
could easily vary between 0 and over 100,000 photons [7]. This feature scaling is important, since
many objective functions used for predictor optimization rely on a distance measurement between
training data and resulting output [50]. In an non-normalized form, outliers may dominate the
metric. However, by following through with the normalization, each feature contributes more pro-
portionally to the reported metric. Feature scaling is usually applied on the basis of an individual
data sample, image, processing batches, or on the global statistics of a data set, depending on the
task [72].
2.4.5 Challenges of Sparse, High Dynamic Range Data with Machine Learning
The data pre-processing routine used with conventional point-and-shoot camera imagery has been
successful, where only the local differences are important for most imaging tasks based on con-
ventional radiometric imagery. For example, detecting the presence of a dog within a photo does
not require absolute radiometric information. Instead, it is the relative gradients across an image
which contain textural information which can be used to “see” the animal [76]. Normalization in
this case enhances contrast and emphasizes gradients in scene. Normalization in one form or an-
other therefore has become a standard practice for machine learning data processing. However, in
remote sensing, the data inputs to a machine learning model not only have a large dynamic range,
but are often sparse in character. The normalization is conducted on per sample or semi-global
statistics[26], which may lead to two outcomes: First, in the case where data are normalized by
sample, the relative range and semantic meaning is different between samples (e.g. the range [0,
1] is semantically different between samples); second, where data are sparsely distributed, but nor-
malized according to semi-global statistics, there are typically gaps in the output representation,
which compress the input domain[12].
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This leads to machine learning models, which commonly achieve good performance on a local
dataset in one region, failing to generalize to another. Machine learning models which are trained
on the local statistics of one dataset fail to generalize well to new data. This regionalization effect
is common in remote sensing, especially with data-driven approaches [58, 68, 82]. One reason
for this is hypothesized to be that the normalization methods, which are typically used in the
computer vision community, are not well-suited for remote sensing data. Typical computer vision
approaches include Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)[89, 69], min-
max normalization [12], and z-score standardization [67]. These techniques neglect to deal with
the sparse population distribution and large dynamic range that are typical of remote sensing data
[26].
The understanding of topographical data by proxy of standard machine learning techniques is
similarly challenging, due to the large dynamic range and sparseness of values present in eleva-
tion data. Conventional normalization techniques only consider locally available points, thereby
discarding contextual information and eliminating global contrast cues [89, 69]. In topographical
imagery, the use of typical scene normalization is especially harmful to the information content of
the scene, since it destroys global context. By normalizing each image, the relative contrast is en-
hanced at the cost of the elevation relative to the global population. This information is important
due to the phenomena of altitudinal zonation, wherein land surfaces at different elevations share
similar structural characteristics [5]. Intuitively mountain tops and valleys across the world share
similar texture and terrain, but this is true of most major land forms [3, 25]. Conversely, using only
global statistics is also an ill-informed idea, since it does not deal with feature scaling, or sparse
distributions of data [41]. In Figure 2.9, the global distribution of land surface elevations values
is shown across the surface of the Earth. It is immediately apparent that the data are sparsely
distributed, with most of the values being close to zero feet above sea level [32].
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Figure 2.9: Global distribution of land surface elevation values across the earth. These values,
retrieved from the SRTM data covering the world, demonstrate the sparse distribution of data.
Overwhelmingly, most of the points exist proximal to sea level, with the elevations drastically
falling off at around 4000 meters [32].
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It is hypothesized that standard or typical preprocessing is suboptimal for the machine learn-
ing of topography data. Human comprehension of topgraphical surfaces, however, involves an
intuitive understanding of scale at both the local and global levels. An approach which is able to
globally model elevation data, while retaining local gradients, may be able to provide more robust
machine learning models which do not suffer from the above-mentioned regionalization effects.
2.5 Next Chapter Foreward
In all cases of automatic information retrieval from imagery data, appropriate data preprocessing is
paramount. In 3-D imaging systems, this also the case. One of these preprocessing steps involves
the post-sampling of point clouds derived from active sensors like those described in Section 2.2.1.
In the next chapter (Chapter 3), a new method of subsampling LiDAR point clouds acquired from
a terrestrial unit like a Compact Biomass LiDAR (CBl) is presented.
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Chapter 3
Weighted Spherical Sampling of Point
Clouds for Forested Scenes
Submitted as Alexander Fafard, Ali Rouzbeh Kargar,& Jan van Aardt in Photogrammetric
Engineering and Remote Sensing
This chapter was submitted as an article to the Journal of Photogrammetric Engineering and Re-
mote Sensing (PE &RS) of the American Society for Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote
Sensing (ASPRS) as "Weighted Spherical Sampling of Point Clouds for Forested Scenes". It de-
scribes a novel method of sub-sampling point clouds, acquired using scanning terrestrial LiDAR.
The retrieved sub-sample was found to preserve more salient point clouds, as measured through
statistically superior stem volume measurement accuracy.
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3.1 Abstract
Terrestrial laser scanning systems (TLS), which typically scan in a spherical pattern, are charac-
terized by a sampling pattern which varies in point density across the hemisphere. Additionally,
close-ranged objects are oversampled relative to objects further away. These two effects com-
pound to potentially bias the 3D object algorithms and associated statistics of measured scenes.
Previous methods of sampling have resulted in a loss of structural coherence, or an averaging of
data. In this paper, a method of sampling is proposed to optimally sample points, while preserving
the structure of a scene, even for low sample rates. The proposed method considers not only the
angular distribution of the sample, but also the distance from the sensor. The proposed approach
is validated through visual comparison and stem volume assessment in a challenging mangrove
forest in Micronesia. We found that, compared to several well-known sampling techniques, our
proposed sampling scheme can enhance the performance of structural evaluation algorithms for
TLS data by reducing the sampling bias, while maintaining the structural definition. We found
that the proposed sampling method matched or exceeded the stem volume measurement accuracy
across a variety of tested decimation levels. On average it was found that stem volume estimates
achieved 3.0% higher accuracy with the proposed method compared to the next highest scoring
technique in each decimation level. This approach can be used for improving the evaluation of
TLS data, where preserving structure and reducing sampling bias are required.
3.2 Introduction
LiDAR has become an established tool in the general field of remote sensing, given its ability to
collect active 3D spatial measurements of a scene [12, 3]. By emitting pulses of light and detect-
ing rebounds with precise timing and assuming a homogeneous scan medium, a measurement of
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distance is obtained. Depending on the task that is being conducted, a LiDAR unit is typically
built with either a raster or a spherical scan path [6]. In the case of airborne platforms, the raster
paradigm is usually implemented, since it affords the ability to follow a whiskbroom sensor path as
the platform moves forward. Due to this motion, and given a sufficiently high temporal frequency,
sampling is relatively uniform with the velocity vector [13]. In the case of a spherical scan path,
e.g., as in a semi-spherical ground-scanning (terrestrial) LiDAR unit, there is a non-uniform den-
sity of samples accrued over the surface of constant phase. This implies that at a fixed radii from
the origin of capture, the density of the inscribed spherical surface will vary as a function of po-
sition. This readily can be visualized by imagining that at some elevation angle, φ, there are Lθ
azimuthal steps, which take the system through some Eθ ∈ {0,2π} angular ring (see Figure 3.1).
Given that the angular spacings, ∆φ and ∆θ, between samples along the set of axes are held to be
constants, the spatial density of points will be significantly greater as one approaches the elevation
“poles” of the sphere of constant phase. In other words, the distance between azimuthal rings
decreases as the elevation angle approaches b · π , where b is any integer. These azimuthal rings
are illustrated as the black circular samples in Figure 3.2.
In practice, this effect is found to manifest as an oversampling of points which are either near
nadir or zenith to the sensor. This can introduce a bias to the structural assessment of LiDAR
data and affect the accuracy of mapping and modeling these attributes. The complexity of the
structures in the point cloud, especially in the areas closer to the scanner, can aggravate the impact
of oversampling [25]. The distribution of points illustrates the effect of oversampling, which is
present at the poles under a spherical sampling paradigm. This effect is undesirable, as it results in
a statistical bias of points, if left unaddressed. Additionally, this bias can impair the functionality
of many 3-D algorithms for tasks like registration [5, 4], feature detection [11, 4], or surface
reconstruction [22].
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Figure 3.1: Above the geometry of a surface of constant phase as in a spherical scanning
system is illustrated. Here the elevation and azimuthal planes are illustrated with corresponding
angular variables with their Cartesian correspondents.
3.2.1 Previous Work
This effect has been addressed in past research efforts through various downsampling or resam-
pling schemes [25, 17, 20, 19, 11, 14] . One simple and standard solution, often used for the
downsampling of 3D data, is based on a random sample of points [9]. This technique has proved
insufficient due to the nature of the problem posed. That is, a uniformly random sample of biased
data is itself biased [6, 28]. Traditional grid-based downsampling relies on restricting Cartesian
density to some predefined grid size. These techniques interpolate points to a grid. In principle,
this solves the problem, however interpolation based resampling is non-ideal since it distorts data
points [25]. This effect reduces the quality and fidelity of data to an often unacceptable degree.
The impact of this grid sampling is shown in Figure 3.2. Another technique which is able to miti-
gate this data drift to a degree utilizes voxel grids to calculate voxel block centroids, based on point
population within each voxel block. These techniques take the centroid of each populated voxel
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Figure 3.2: Effect of on-grid sampling to the samples acquired along the surface of constant
phase. The squares represent the on-grid samples, while the circles are the samples acquired along
the sphere. The drift of values shows the effect of interpolation on the data.
block to get a more accurate resample, without being distorted to a fixed grid. These techniques
have the advantage of being simple to implement and based on first principles. Unfortunately,
these techniques suffer from two shortcomings- the first is that voxel based methods unequally
resample variably dense surfaces and require an optimally selected voxel block size to achieve
good results [10]
K-d tree and octree-based (a k-d tree with each node possessing eight children) approaches
leverage the hyper plane separation in Cartesian space, implied by tree construction to rapidly
subset point clouds based on tree depth and population [23]. These constructs have the advantage
of not needing to resample points in space, and are able to operate in linear O(n) time with a
volume of n points [24]. Resampling to a quota and to a given node depth allows for effective
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point picking. This technique, while rapid, shares the weakness of the voxel-based approach;
requiring a good selection of node depth for a well-posed data extraction.
Poisson dart and disk sampling are both two methods which are used to resample point clouds,
often with good results. These methods rely on distribution samples which result in a balanced
point selection. Generally, the results which are obtained using these methods are good; however,
the base implementations of these methods are computationally expensive [27].
Graph-based approaches take a more dynamic approach to point cloud point reduction. In the
work of [1], the graph based approach constructs a representation of a point cloud as an actionable
graph. The technique frames point cloud resampling as an optimization problem, seeking to retain
maximum local variation in the data. Chen et al. remove redundant point cloud information this
way, leaving primarily the contours of the scene. The results exhibited from this technique are
impressive, however the technique is more complicated and computationally expensive than others
[18].
One consideration which is not often considered explicitly in any of these alternatives [21], is
the weighting of more distal points relative to points near the scanner origin [14]. In a spherical
scanning system, more distant points are sparse due to angular sampling and therefore richer in
information content [16, 9]. It is desirable that these observations be weighted commiserate with
their projected point size.
Additionally, it is desirable to not resample by proxy of interpolation, or a center of mass
based calculation since this alters data, especially in the presence of noise or extreme outliers [25].
Another consideration is that the algorithm should be rapid and simple to implement, such that
resampling can occur in real time with modest computational resources.
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3.2.2 Contribution of a Novel Solution
This paper produces a geometric sampling correction for a quasi-spherical scanning system. This
sampling takes into account the angular position along the surface, as well as the distance of
points from the origin centroid. This method is computationally simple and competitive with
other techniques.
In Section 3.3.1, the representation of the scanning system is described. The proposed method
is then introduced in Section 3.3.2. The proposed method is then validated with three methods of
evaluation in sections 3.4.1-3.4.3 with a case study as well as synthetic data. Finally the results
are discussed in Section 3.4.4.
3.3 Methods
For a laser scanning system which samples on a sphere, we describe the representation of points
in Section 3.3.1, and the proposed method in Section 3.3.2
3.3.1 TLS Point Cloud Representation
Points in Cartesian and spherical space are represented as C[x, y, z] and C(θ, φ, ρ), respectively,
where:
x = ρ cosθ sinφ (3.1)
y = ρ sinθ sinφ (3.2)
z = ρ cosφ (3.3)




= C(θ, φ, ρ) (3.4)
Then the function which describes the discretely sampled surface of a spherical scan is given
by:





ρnθ,nφ · δ(θ − ψθ · nθ, φ− ψφ · nφ) (3.5)
where δ is the Dirac Delta function which is used to capture discrete samples along a constant





Edim is the angular span of the scan (2π in the case of a full rotation in a given dimension) and
Qdim is the number of steps allowed in that span.
In the case of a full scan, with a constant phase or range (i.e. a sphere, where ρ =c), then (3.5)
is reduced to:











This sampled surface of constant phase is a simulation of what is captured by a spherical
scanner at a constant range. On this sphere, the normalized number of points per unit area are il-
lustrated in Figure 3.3. It is immediately apparent that the distribution of points along the spherical
surface varies with the elevation angle of the scanner.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized density plot of the surface of constant phase. Generated by Equa-
tion (3.7), it can be observed that the poles of the surface represent high relative amounts of
sampling, compared to the rest of the sphere.
3.3.2 Proposed Method
Weisstein [26] noted that the distribution of points on such a surface only varies as a function of
the elevation angle, as has been previously observed in Figure 3.3. Taking note of the definition
of projected area being a function of elevation angle, they then derive the distribution of points on
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This distribution describes the relative affinity for points to be sampled at the pole of the scan
path. Inversely, the distribution will represent the relative weighting term along a hemisphere.
This distribution is symmetric, therefore it can be extended to the full TLS scan path by looking





Framing the mitigation of sampling bias as a point picking problem, this information can be
leveraged to provide probabilities for point excision. This symmetrical distribution may then be
subtracted from a uniform point distribution to produce a likelihood function for point removal as
a function of elevation angle. In Figure 3.4 a likelihood function is shown for a sphere.
Thus a means of assigning probabilities for point selection is produced, and can be used to
bring the distribution of preserved points closer to a uniform distribution.
This is a useful conclusion for the angular correction of a spherically sampled scene. This
likelihood function allows for a weighted selection of points along the surface of a sphere. This
likelihood function, L, should also be made to vary with the distance from the scanner origin to
provide greater weighting to more distant objects. The projected area of a point increases as the
square of the radial distance, ρ, from the scanner as the beam diverges. In order to compensate for
this, a radial weighting factor is added, which increases the likelihood of preserving more distant
points.
The likelihood function, L, may then be rewritten in terms of radial distance and elevation
angle.
L(φ, ρ) = ρ2 (1− Ωweight(φ))
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Figure 3.4: Likelihood function of point selection as a function of elevation angle, φ. The most
likely points for selection exist at the poles± nπ for n= { 0,±1,± 2, ... ,±∞} . This corresponds
with the density of points shown in Figure 3.3.
By normalizing this function into a probability distribution for input points, a weighted per-
mutation may then be conducted. The k number of retained points then represent a close approxi-
mation of spherically uniform sampled points.
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3.4 Results
The proposed technique is compared with three other standard techniques used for point cloud
sampling, namely voxel grid sampling, Poisson dart sampling, and random sampling [10, 27].
These techniques are all used as standards in point cloud processing. This evaluation is based on
three criteria: a visual density assessment on a unit sphere, visual retention of salient structure in
a complex forested scene, and via stem volume assessment with a known ground truth.
3.4.1 Case Study
Mangrove forests represent a complex form of forest environments, containing structures like
above-ground root mass, which can introduce challenges to automatic structural assessment ap-
proaches. This complexity can accentuate the effect of oversampling and impact the result of
structural evaluation. Challenges from this complexity make for mangrove forests an excellent
candidate for validation of the proposed technique.
Terrestrial LiDAR data were collected using a low-cost , mobile, rapid-scan system (CBl )
[8, 7]. CBl uses a 905-nm laser pulsing at 27 kHz, and provides coverage for a 270◦×360◦ "hemi-
sphere"; the 90◦ cone underneath the unit is unscanned. A maximum of two returns are captured
for each pulse. This system enables us to rapidly sample its surroundings, but with a lower angu-
lar resolution compared to higher-cost commercial scanners. As a result, one should allow for the
challenges caused by lower angular resolutions, while developing algorithms for processing such
data. It is also necessary to remove the bias resulting from oversampling in the areas closer to the
scanner in order to obtain a more consistent point density distribution throughout the point cloud.
However, since the resolution of these data is arguably low, preserving the structural characteris-
tics is of great importance. This concern led us to the idea that the proposed downsampling scheme
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may ameliorate the structural evaluation results. Data were collected from mangrove forests lo-
cated on the western Pacific island of Pohnpei, which is an eastern island state in the Federated
States of Micronesia and in the Carolina island chain (6◦ 50’ 59.99” N, 158◦ 12’ 60.00” E). In
these mangrove forests, eight scans per plot, for 20 plots, were collected. These scans had a 45◦
angular separation, where the analysis is performed on the point cloud resulting from registration
of all eight scans. All trees which were measured were greater than 5 cm in diameter at breast
height (DBH) were identified in the volume assessment, and DBH was measured to the nearest
0.1 cm. For trees with prop roots, the point of measurement for determining DBH was 15 cm
above the highest prop root that could safely be measured. Species-specific allometric equations
developed for Pohnpei by Cole et al. were then used to convert live tree DBH measurements into
volume, after which the volume of each tree was summed for each plot, and the total plot volume
within each plot was divided by the area of that plot (m3/ha). In these data, individual trees had
DBH ranging from 16.8 - 41.8 cm measured directly in the field. Using the appropriate allometric
equations, the plot-level volume range varied between 91.71 - 1105.5 m3/ha.
As a case study, the effect of the presented downsampling approach is assessed on mangrove
forest stem volume evaluation using data collected by the CBL system.
[7] have used a 3D classification approach for detecting stems in mangrove forest. In the work,
stems were detected using a 3D point cloud classifier for which the training set was acquired by
filtering the LiDAR point cloud based on the angular orientation of the points. The detected stems
were then simulated using alpha shapes for volume estimation. The average consistency was
acquired by comparing the plot-level stem volume (m3/ha) between LiDAR and field data.
The authors found that the accuracy of the volume measurement, using the proposed downsam-
pling method is 85% at a 10% sampling. This is significantly better than the original point cloud,
which only achieved an accuracy of 64%. This accuracy is the result of comparison between the
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plot-level LiDAR stem volume measurements and field-measured volume data. This algorithm is
evaluated for stem volume assessment accuracy using the same data, comparing the results ob-
tained from a variety of downsampling techniques. These techniques include voxel grid sampling
[10], Poisson dart sampling [27], and random sampling in addition to the proposed method. Each
downsampling method was used to excise some percentage of the points from the original point
cloud before attempting to estimate stem volume. The methods were tested for 50%, 10% 5% and
1% point retention fractions.
In Table 3.1, the results of the stem volume assessment are summarized. In all sampling levels
the proposed method was measured to have the highest accuracy of the tested sampling techniques.
In the lowest sampling levels (e.g. 1%), the results of each of the methods are all very similar. This
is likely due to the point-set being so sparse in regions that it is difficult to extract stem volume
regardless of the sampling method. At the 5% sampling mark, the results start to become more
pronounced with the proposed method showing a clear increase in stem volume measurement
accuracy. This trend continues through the 10% and 50% marks, with the peak accuracy occurring
with the proposed method at a 10% sampling. The decrease in accuracy between the 50% and
10% levels may be attributed to the reduction of redundant oversampled regions during the stem
reconstruction.
We performed a Mann Whitney U test in order to statistically evaluate the significance of the
difference between the sets of volume measurements at each sampling level. This test is non-
parametric, implying there is no assumption made on the form of the distribution of the data, and
since our data are not normally distributed, this test is ideal for our study [15]. The significance
level used here was 0.05. When the U-value found using the Mann Whitney U test between two
sets of data is lower than the critical U-value, it implies that the difference between the two sets of
data is statistically significant. In Table 3.1, the observed U-Value and the corresponding p-value
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are summarized. These results show that the difference between the two sets of data, stem volume
i) before, and ii) after downsampling, is statistically significant for the random and grid based ap-
proaches. The proposed method also outperformed the voxel and Poisson based methods, but did
not perform significantly better.
With the large differences in stem reconstruction accuracy from the utilized downsampling tech-
niques, it is apparent that the presented downsampling approach in this work can have a significant
impact on the structural and statistical assessment of the LiDAR point clouds. This effect is most
structurally apparent at the 50% sampling mark in our study though the method is effective down
to small sampling sizes.
3.4.2 Artificial Data Results
The proposed method was used on a simulated spherical object function with 80,000 points spread
in a spherical sampling pattern. This pattern is generated directly from Equation (3.7), which
describes the sampling pattern of a TLS. Experimentally, the sphere was sampled at k = 2,000,
using a random permutation and the proposed method. The results are shown graphically in Figure
3.5. Visually, the random permutation retains the biased point selection along the poles. This
bias is markedly repaired in the proposed method, and there appears to be a relatively uniform
distribution of points along the sphere.
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100 Original 64 127 118 0.02
Proposed 58
Random 54 69 93 0.08
Grid Based 57 69 93 0.08
Voxel Centroid 58 69 93 0.08
1
Poisson Dart 58 69 93 0.08
Proposed 84
Random 70 113 106 0.03
Grid Based 79 113 119 0.08
Voxel Centroid 80 113 138 0.09
5
Poisson Dart 81 113 138 0.09
Proposed 85
Random 69 127 118 0.02
Grid Based 79 127 122 0.04
Voxel Centroid 80 127 178 0.09
10
Poisson Dart 83 127 178 0.09
Proposed 81
Random 61 70 41 0.02
Grid Based 69 70 41 0.02
Voxel Centroid 73 70 65 0.04
50
Poisson Dart 74 70 65 0.04
Figure 3.5: Spherical sampling and downsampling results. On the left, a spherical model is
shown with 80,000 points. In the middle is a random permutation of k=2000 points. It can be
observed that this random permutation retains the sampling bias present at the poles of the sphere.
On the right is the result of the proposed method with k=2000. In the proposed method, the
sampling effect is visually more uniform than both the original and randomly sampled data.
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3.4.3 Results of Visual Application
A scene from a mangrove forest is shown in Figure 3.6. In the top-left subplot, the original point
cloud is shown with 6,747,951 points. This scene represents a typical mangrove forest, with a high
degree of complexity and structure. The ground and points from objects close to the scanner are
greatly over sampled due to the effects earlier described. To this original scene, multiple candidate
sampling techniques were used to downsample the point cloud to 0.1% it’s original size. This
extreme level of downsampling provides a good visualization of how structure is retained in point
selection. In the random permutation, angular bias from the original point cloud is carried over,
resulting in greatly over sampled proximal objects and ground. The random permutation scarcely
looks like the original point cloud with a large loss of structure, especially with objects at greater
range. Both the Poisson dart and voxel grid approaches did a good job of ameliorating angular
oversampling, with fewer oversampled ground points, but much of the structure of the objects from
the original point cloud are not particularly well preserved. In the proposed method, a much larger
portion of stem structure is retained, even at more distant ranges from the scanner. Simultaneously,
this method works well to remove angular sampling bias.
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Figure 3.6: Point cloud visualization of forest canopy data from a CBl collect in the Microne-
sia showing of an original collect (with a quarter slice removed for visualization purposes) in a
dense jungle with 6,747,951 points. The other figures, show the visual impact of conducting a
0.1% downsample of points between several different methods.
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3.4.4 Discussion
In the previous sections, the proposed method is evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively
through a case study and visual results.
Visually, the proposed method is demonstrated to reduce sampling bias along the poles of a
synthetic sphere. This range independent correction is the result of Equation (3.9). In Figure 3.5,
one can observe that the sampling bias near the poles of the Z axis are reduced in the proposed
method. This quality was observed again in the CBl collect in Figure 3.6. The proposed technique
shows the best overall preservation of structure amongst the downsamples. The Poisson dart also
performs competitively, with good structure preservation from the point cloud. The random per-
mutation demonstrates a large degree of bias, particularly to the proximal and ground points. The
voxel grid method preserves structure fairly well, but resamples the point cloud to a grid, resulting
in some loss of clarity. Here the proposed method preserves stem structure even at an extreme dec-
imation level (0.1% retention). Compared to the tested methods, the combined use of the inverse
range and spherical correction has shown to be very effective in preserving stem structure.
In more quantitative assessment, stem reconstruction and volume assessment was used for a
proxy of sampling performance by [7]. It was observed that the decrease in accuracy was higher in
the plots with more structural complexity and density in terms of LiDAR points. This is attributed
to the fact that our downsampling algorithm maintains the structure of the point cloud. This
is achieved by providing a more uniform density distribution with respect to elevation angle and
prioritizing more distant points. As a result, the impact of structural complexity, e.g. above-ground
roots in this case, in the areas closer to the scanner that are highly oversampled, is reduced. At 50%
this effect is observed the most significantly, with the disparity in structural sampling reflected in
the accuracy of the techniques. At 10% the volume assessment is actually more accurate post
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sampling for all methods, but the proposed method still performs the best. This is reflected in
lower sampling levels as well, but the difference between methods is diminished as the sampling
becomes extremely sparse (≈ 1%).
Though this method has only been validated in mangrove forest environments, the authors feel
that it may hold promise for a wider variety of use cases. It is hypothesized that in more sparse
environments with great distance in range, the benefits of the proposed method will be even more
pronounced. In the future, it would be beneficial to understand the performance of this method
as applied to other environments and use cases. In particular, it is of interest to examine the the
functional impact of sampling on 3D tasks such as point set registration [5] in complex and noisy
environments.
3.5 Conclusions
Spherical LiDAR scanners present a sampling problem when scanned in a conventional mode,
where the poles of the sampling sphere are oversampled relative to other hemispherical scan po-
sitions. Conventional methods of downsampling (e.g., by randomly selecting points) have failed
to address this bias. A method of downsampling by permutation, which uses weights derived
from the geometry of the sampling, has been presented here and was found to be effective in
the reduction of this scanning bias. Specifically, this technique appears to be highly effective
at preserving structure during sampling. This has been observed under even extreme reduction
scenarios (as low as 0.1%) in samples. We validated our hypothesis by applying this approach
to forestry TLS data as a case study (stem volume assessment in a complex mangrove forest).
Stem volume accuracy was compared between the proposed technique, and several conventional
downsampling techniques at the same decimation level. Our downsampling approach resulted in
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statistically more accurate volume measurement of stems, averaging a 3.0% increase in accuracy
compared to the next best method. In addition to quantitative measure, the proposed method has
resulted in visually more uniform point clouds along both spherical and natural sets of points. This
method may be effective for preprocessing TLS point clouds to downsample and remove spherical
bias. Future work should involve more extensive case studies of how this technique could impact
structural assessment and statistical conclusions derived from terrestrial scanning systems in other
environments.
3.6 Next Chapter Foreward
In the next chapter (Chapter 4), a preprocessing step from airborne and spaceborne raster data is in-
troduced. This step is intended to work with the the large and sparse high dynamic range which are
encountered in topographic data. Due to both this sparsity and large distance in dynamic ranges,
traditional normalization approaches tend to fail to generalize for global scale problems. A global
partitioning elevation normalization is introduced with the intent of better posing topography data
for machine learning.
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Chapter 4
Global Partitioning Elevation
Normalization Applied to Building
Footprint Prediction
Submitted as Alexander Fafard, Jan van Aardt Mark Coletti, David Page in the Journal of
Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing
This chapter was submitted as an article to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing (JSTARS)
as "Global Partitioning Elevation Normalization Applied to Building Footprint Prediction". It de-
scribes a novel method of preprocessing topographic raster data, and alleviates the sparse dynamic
range problem commonly encountered with machine learning applications. In a binary classifi-
cation experiment involving building footprint detection, the proposed preprocessing method was
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found to achieve higher semantic segmentation accuracy and quicker model convergence than
standard practice normalization techniques. The paper is currently in review.
4.1 Abstract
Understanding and exploiting topographical data via standard machine learning techniques is
challenging, mainly due to the large dynamic range of values present in elevation data and the
lack of direct relationships between anthropogenic phenomena and topography, when considering
topographic-geology couplings, for instance. Here we consider the first hurdle, dynamic range,
in an effort to apply CNN approaches for prediction of human activity. CNN for learning 3D el-
evation data rely on data normalization approaches, which only consider locally available points,
thereby discarding contextual information and eliminating global contrast cues. We present a fully
invertible and data-driven global partitioning elevation normalization (GPEN) pre-processing tech-
nique, which is intended to ameliorate the impact of limited data dynamic range. Global elevation
populations are derived and used to formulate a distribution, which is used to adopt a partitioning
scheme to remap all values according to global occurrence frequency, while preserving partition
contrast. Using USGS 3D Elevation Project and Microsoft building footprint data, we conduct a
binary classification experiment predicting building footprint presence from elevation data, with
and without a global remapping using the SegNET convolutional encoder-decoder model. The
results of the experiment show more rapid model convergence, reduced regionalization errors,
and enhanced classification metrics when compared to standard normalization preprocessing tech-
niques. GPEN demonstrates performance over 10% higher than the next best conventional pre-
processing method, with a mean overall accuracy accuracy of 94.76%. GPEN may show promise
as an alternative normalization for deep learning with topological data.
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4.2 Introduction
Machine learning aims to learn and extract patterns from a data-set and its observations, and subse-
quently make decisions based on these data with minimal human oversight [20]. There now exists
an unprecedented infrastructure to autonomously extract semantic meaning from data, given re-
cent advances in deep learning techniques and high performance computing. This is especially
true within the fields of remote sensing and computer vision, where a wealth of imagery from air-
borne and spaceborne systems has fueled many campaigns intended to retrieve both scene physical
parameters and semantic information. Tasks, which may have previously required a human analyst
to exhaustively explore the data, have been automated. This capability to extract contextual infor-
mation, in addition to direct measurement, has proven invaluable to to the scientific community
[21].
Deep learning has pushed forward progress in image processing, text and speech recognition,
as well as countless other tasks within the domains of science and engineering. In general, net-
works chosen for these tasks are trained and refined by examining the error at the network output
and back-propagating a loss term to each layer through automatic differentiation [8]. These loss
terms then are used incrementally to adjust the weight parameters of each layer of the network.








where the loss is computed by the network at each layer k for an arbitrary transformation Fk,
given input x̂.
`k = Fk(x̂,Θk) (4.2)
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Here, x̂ is equal to the output of the preceding layer, or the input of the system if k = 1.
x̂ = xinput k = 1
x̂ = Fk(Fk−1[•,Θk−1],Θk) Otherwise
(4.3)
where • represents the output of all preceding layers.
A variety of imaging modalities then can be used to augment 2D input to models. For ex-
ample, traditional visible or near-infrared imagery is commonly used for building detection and
classification [6, 7, 17, 29, 30]. This typically is a task that may be difficult even for a trained
human observer with no external geometric context and only an overhead view. In this situation,
an observer has to rely on cues, such as texture and relative size, to infer the presence of a building
[4, 17].
Some studies have attempted to overcome this challenge by providing classifiers with 3D
elevation data to aid in observation discrimination [25] [2]. In general this 3D information is
projected onto a digital surface map within the same image space as the 2D image [3]. Context
is given to the observations made by conventional 2D images by providing these data. This is
similar to how a topographic map assists human understanding of a flat or mountainous landscape.
However, accurate local (fine-scale), regional, and even global (course-scale) elevation data are
required to mapping and modeling purposes.
Elevation data may be collected through several means, including active sensing techniques,
such as LIght Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) or RAdio Detection and Ranging (radar) (as in
the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission [9]), or through passive techniques. Passive techniques
include the class of stereo and multiple view reconstruction techniques that use multiple overlap-
ping images that are captured at two different known geometries, to reconstruct co-located points
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Figure 4.1: Flow diagram of the proposed method. Here input 3D data is used to produce
a histogram of global elevation values which is then used to produce an occurrence weighted
partitioning scheme. This scheme preserves gradients of values in the original histogram and is
used to create an invertible mapping which retains bias information and optimizes the dynamic
range utilization between the input and output data.
in 3D. Such topographical data now can be used as inputs to traditional or novel algorithms, such
as machine learning approaches, to better exploit and interpret elevation-outcomes relationships
[5, 15, 22, 32, 24].
In practice, many machine learning methods rely on data normalization that compensate for
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widely varying raw input values. Most classifiers make use of a distance function to calculate
the proximity of two points with a Euclidean measure. In the case where an extracted feature has
a large range of values, the distance measured will be large and therefore dominant as a predic-
tor, regardless of actual importance or predictive power [12]. To alleviate this, it is desirable to
normalize such input data so that all features are appropriately weighted.
The various processes of normalization may be described as some process, N, acting on input
data, x, to produce a normalized data set y.
N : x
N−→ y (4.4)
where in the case of an n-dimensional image, I , x sits in the set of reals with a known maxi-
mum and minimum [12].
I = {xmin, .., xmax} (4.5)
The normalized image set is defined as
IN = {ymin, .., ymax} (4.6)
Normalization works well for data where the relative changes are predominantly used for
feature identification. In planar 2D imagery, this is commonly manifested as relative radiometric
changes between pixels. For an uncalibrated system, the exact relationship between the digital
number and the number of incident photons at each pixel is not necessary (generally speaking, this
relationship is a function of quantum efficiency, detector gain, and post-processing steps, often not
transparent to an end user) [10, 11, 19]. Rather, the radiometric gradient observed between two
otherwise identical scenes, captured via two differing camera systems, should be similar, even if
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Figure 4.2: Digital surface map composite from National Oceanic Atmospheric and Admin-
istration (NOAA) covering the globe. The range of values illustrates the vast contrast between
values [31]. The highest and lowest points on land fall at 6232 meters, and -413 meters respec-
tively at Mt. Everest and the Dead Sea Depression. Using 16 bit precision and a linear spacing for
elevation values, a depth resolution of approximately 10 cm is possible .
the absolute count differs.
This analog extends to the human visual system, which uses relative changes in a scene, rather
than absolute measurements. Estimates for a vision task are more robust to changes in radiance
and comparison between systems (e.g., noise floor effects, gain/white balance, or normalization
based post processing effects), by using relative values as opposed to absolutes [27, 34].
4.2.1 Related Work: Min-Max Normalization
One of the simplest methods which attempts to normalize scene data simply evaluates the extrema
of a data set and remaps the domain to a scaled version of that domain. For machine learning, data
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where the normalized output is given as yi, with input data x in dimension β . This approach
is most commonly used with imagery data in individual, mini-batch, or population normalization
[12].
4.2.2 Related Work: Batch Normalization & Standardization
Several solutions have been proposed to better mitigate the effects of variable sized features, e.g.,
Ioffe et al. proposed a method which normalizes each individual mini-batch, before it is processed
by a network [14, 35]. This is similar to z-score measures, except that only the statistics of the






i + ζ (4.8)











Here, scaling (γ), stabilization (ε), and bias(ζ) terms are added to the formulation of z-score.
It was observed by the authors that the convergence rate of gradient descent methods is much
higher when feature scaling is applied, than without. [14] Batch normalization thus is commonly
built into network structures as an in-situ normalization during training.
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4.2.3 Related Work: Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is an adaptive histogram equaliza-
tion which enhances contrast locally within an image. Unlike global histogram enhancement tech-
niques, the family of adaptive histogram enhancement techniques aim to increase contrast within a
scene by maximizing contrast across multiple local windows. This maximization of local contrast
results in a visually more striking image, with a compressed dynamic range. Consequentially,
gradients and varying features are emphasized [36].
4.2.4 Goals of this Method
Unfortunately, none of the above approaches is well-suited for working with elevation data. In
min-max normalization, the extrema in the data cause the output space to be overly sparse and
may not provide for ample depth resolution after normalization in the output space. This is espe-
cially true if a half-precision (16-bit) data representation is used. These 16-bit representations will
benefit from half-precision accelerated hardware, as well as dramatically reduced model memory






A global representation of Earth’s surface has maximum and minimum land elevations at about
8,848 meters and -413 meters, as depicted in Fig. 4.2. In an equally spaced 16-bit representation,
this will truncate values to about 0.1 m sized bins. Likewise, with standardized input, the values
which are close in value may be similarly truncated or merged. The span and distribution of the
data ensure that any linear mapping will produce a sparsely populated output space.
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In many deep learning tasks, CLAHE is used as a way to resolve this sparse representation
problem. In ordinary imagery, CLAHE helps to resolve the dynamic range disparity between dark
and brightly lit regions. Unfortunately, CLAHE has two disadvantages from the vantage point of
learning using elevation data: a.) Like other normalization methods, CLAHE does not retain a bias
of absolute elevation, and b.) In regions of near constant elevation, noise and relative elevation
differences are amplified inordinately in a piece-wise fashion [28]. This is slightly different when
compared to min-max normalization, where all the values in a scene are changed together, linearly.
The goal of our proposed method therefore was to create a nonlinear global mapping that
optimizes the use of the input data range, while being fully reversible and well characterized. It is
the authors’ hope that such a method will provide a standard for elevation data in machine learning
that will better enable generalization of models with new elevation data. Such a preprocessing
step would permit models to be effectively transferred to various use cases, without the need to
retrain an entire model due to some specificity related to the range of elevations. We evaluated our
approach in the context of building footprint prediction, as a case study, with the assumption that
there at least exists a direct relationship between elevation (elevation value, gradient, curvature,
etc.) and building location and associated construction (size/footprint, clustering, etc.).
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Distribution Extraction
Given the definition of indicator function 1A(x)
1A(x) =

1 if x ∈ A
0 if x /∈ A
(4.11)
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where there are k total bins.
The histogram H(i) will then be equal to the count ci for each bin.
H(i) = ci (4.13)
4.3.2 Partition Creation
Within H, partition bins are of equal size, w. Partitions of the data domain then are re-sized by the
relative contents of the partition, in order to provide an optimal dynamic range for representation
of the data. This representation provides an optimized utilization of the data domain for discrete
data.
With the initial constant partition width, w, the scaled partition width, pi, of partition i can be
calculated as






This transformation of partition width considers the fractional occupancy of partition i, given
the data distribution.
The k + 1 edges of the partitions, which were previously linear and separated by distance
w, then can be transformed from the original edges, Λ, where the edges of the originals may be
written for each partition i as
Λi = [w · i, w · (i+ 1)] (4.15)
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These new bin edges, Λ′i, then are used to prescribe a transformation of partitions and their
contents.
4.3.3 Forward Mapping
After the new bin edges are calculated, the position of a data point, xi, must be calculated relative
to the bin edges it falls within. The local gradient of the input may be preserved in the output by
calculating and scaling this distance.









with the high and low edges of partition i given as Λ(H)i and Λ
(L)
i , respectively.
The point in the output domain, yq, then is mapped as
yq = (Λ
′(H) − Λ′(L)) · Fi(q) + Λ′(L) (4.19)
This procedure is used to map every point into its position within an output partition in the
normalized domain. With this information and the lookup table used, it then is clearly possible to
invert this transformation by using the reverse lookup.
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Figure 4.3: Elevation distributions. a. [top]) A 10,000 bin histogram H for the Earth, given the
elevation data extracted from 14,284 image samples. As expected, an overwhelming majority of
the points lie close to sea level, with outliers extending out to -413 and 6232 meters. b.[bottom])
The CLAHE-produced lookup table that maps input elevations to the output space ∈ [0,1]. The
majority of the dynamic range is allocated to regions of highest member density.
4.3.4 Implementation Details
These steps are summarized in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, for both partition creation and for-
ward mapping into partitions, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Global Partition Elevation Normalization (GPEN) Distribution Density Parti-
tion Mapping. This shows how the bins of a histogram for a representative data set may be
transformed according the the mass of its members.
1: H← histogram . Histogram with k bins
2: w ← width . Width of the edges of H
3: for i in range(k) do . Iterate through the partitions of H
4: M = cSum(H, 0, i) . Cumulative sum of H to bin i
5: pi = w · k ·Hi ·M−1 . Get the scaled partition width
6: L = cSum(pi, 0, i) . Left transformed edge.
7: H = cSum(pi, 1, i+ 1) . Right transformed edge.
8: Λ∆i ← [L,H] . Get transformed partition edges
9: end for
10: Λ′i ← norm(Λ∆i ) . Normalize set of edges to [0,1]
11: returnΛ′i
Algorithm 2 Forward Mapping. Here an input data point is transformed using the bin edges
calculated in the previous algorithm. Here the parameters are expanded for clarity.
1: q ← data . Input data point
2: Λ′ ← new_partitions . Transformed Partition Edges
3: Λ← orig_partitions . Original Partition Edges
4: i← findPartition(q,Λ) . Find member bin, i, of q.
5: [L,H]← Λi . Get left and right edges
6: [L′, H ′]← Λ′i . Get transformed left and right edges
7: F = (q − L) · (H − L) . Relative position of q in bin i
8: yq = (H
′ − L′) · F + L′ . Map into new partition
9: return yq
4.4 Experiments
We attempt to label building footprints solely from topographical data, as our example use case,
to evaluate the efficacy of this approach, all the while comparing the impact of the proposed
normalization scheme with CLAHE and min max scaled (MM) normalization.
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4.4.1 Data
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
Data were retrieved from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). The SRTM mission
produced digital elevation models across much of the globe (56◦ S to 60◦ N) in February 2000.
The global data used have a spatial resolution of 3 arc seconds (around 90m ground sampling
distance at the equator) [9]. Data were downloaded from 14,284, 3601×3601 images, covering
the latitudes of the collected imagery. These images were combined and used as the basis for the
global elevation histogram, H.
3D Elevation Project (3DEP)
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) project is a national
collaboration to collect high quality topographic information, covering much of the United States
and territories. Primarily the 3D data are collected via airborne LiDAR. In addition to LiDAR
and imagery, a variety of vector data information sources from geographic information systems
(GIS) have been collected and provided [33]. One of these provided information sources includes
the building footprints for many locations in Tennessee and Arkansas. These footprints typically
are derived products from airborne imagery, fused with elevation data. Data covering the regions
shown in Fig 4.4 were downloaded.
Additional Building Footprint Data
In addition to the 3DEP provided building footprint data, Microsoft recently released a high fidelity
database of building footprints across the United States. This database is the result of high spatial
resolution Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classification on red-green-blue (RGB) imagery.
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Figure 4.4: 3DEP data coverage of Tennessee. The study regions are colored based on the time
of the collect. In order, the green, tan, blue and purple colors represent collects taken in 2015,
2016, 2017, and 2018, respectively[33].
Figure 4.5: Normalization Methods tested in the construction of the training, validation, and
testing data sets. From top-left-to-right: min-max, CLAHE, proposed GPEN method, and the
labelled building footprints are shown for the same image chip. Below each of the image samples,
a histogram of the scene is shown. The histogram is the same as the input imagery, simply rescaled
to the range [0,1]. Visually, with contrast scaling, the min-max approach and the GPEN technique
appear similar, though the histogram is deformed based on the histogram repartition. On the other
hand, the CLAHE technique produces an entirely different histogram from the min-max method.
In all scenes, the location of the building footprint is not easily distinguishable from the topography
alone.
This data set is composed of 125,192,184 polygon shapefiles, describing building footprint ge-
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ometry across all 50 U.S. states. Using the a modified ResNet34 [13] architecture, the network
was trained on 5 million labelled images from diverse regions of heterogeneous land cover. These
data were measured to have a low error rate (≈1.15%) [26], and were used to supplement missing








































Figure 4.6: SegNet-inspired convolutional encoder decoder structure, each spatial layer is
composed of a series of encoding and decoding blocks with appropriate downsampling and down-
sampling following and preceding the blocks. At each layer, high frequency edge information is
retained through skip connections which hold pooling indices. [4]
These data were merged with existing USGS data by taking the Boolean sum of the two aligned
data-sets.
4.4.2 Data Preprocessing and Preparation
A global histogram of values was calculated using the SRTM data, and is shown in Figure 4.3-a.
The GPEN method is used to create a global elevation lookup table (shown in Figure 4.3-b), using
this histogram.
The 3DEP and Microsoft building footprint vector data were converted into a binary raster, reg-
istered, and stacked with the region’s LiDAR-derived digital surface map data. 60,096, 256×256
image chips were extracted for training from the mosaics. These chips were filtered and selected
such that all contained at least part of a building label to avoid over-training on background sam-
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ples.
Several different normalization strategies were examined on these LiDAR data, including min-
max normalization (MM), the proposed method (GPEN), and a CLAHE-augmented approach
(CLAHE). These training data sets were created and queued for training.
A visual sample of the topological preprocessing is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.4.3 SegNet
SegNet is an encoder-decoder network which was designed by Kendall et al. to be used for pixel-
wise semantic segmentation [4]. The encoder portion of the network network is composed of a
basic set of blocks, separated by pooling layers. Each block is composed of convolution layers with
batch normalization and recurrent linear units. At each spatial layer, high frequency information is
preserved and passed to the decoder portion of the model in the form of skip connections [23, 16].
Each spatial layer in the decoder portion of the network begins with a up-sampling of the input
and a processing block. At the end of the network, a Softmax layer predicts the most likely label
[4]. A sample rendering of the utilized SegNet structure is shown in Figure 4.6.
4.4.4 Training
Models were trained in using their respective data sets to 100 epochs with a 0.6 : 0.2 : 0.2
randomly initialized training/validation/testing split. The binary classifier used a weighted cross-
entropy loss function to account for the disproportionate class occurrence balance between the
building labels and background. The fraction of class members within the total data set were used
as the weightings for the loss function. ADAM was used as an optimizer with a learning rate of
5e−4 [18].
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4.5 Results
Based on the reserved testing class, the results for each processing method were evaluated on the
basis of mean overall accuracy and Intersection over Union (IoU) mean scores (mIoU) for the
target building footprint class and background.
The min-max approach exhibited the lowest performance with a mean overall accuracy of
61.73% and mIoU of 0.234. There is a large standard deviation around these scores, which is
reflected in the spread of the left-most IoU violin plot in Figure 4.7. This spread of data indicates
inconsistent performance among data sets, which may be symptomatic of preprocessing normal-
ization. It is shown in Figure 4.9 that the min-max normalized predictions are highly spurIoUs
and visually uncorrelated with the output.
CLAHE results showed stronger scores overall, with higher accuracy (83.21%) and IoU met-
rics. The IoU scores for CLAHE, in particular, were significantly improved with values clustering
around the mean (0.3581). The violin plot illustrates that a portion of the samples evaluated
demonstrated IoU values which were close to 0. In these regions, the CLAHE preprocessing
was ineffective for the extraction and learning of building features. Many of these samples were
found to represent regions of different topography (mean elevation & texture) than the majority of
the data set. It is hypothesized that this is an artifact of local normalization, i.e., where CLAHE
modified topographical features did not transfer well to distinct new regions. The visualization of
CLAHE-derived output in Figure 4.9 is an example of this, where the CLAHE-primed predictor
performed poorly.
We observed that the proposed method, GPEN, avoided some of the shortcomings of its prede-
cessors, with an enhanced mean overall accuracy (94.76%) and mIoU (0.7312). Illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.7, GPEN features reduced regional transfer artifacts, which commonly occurred in CLAHE
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Figure 4.7: Violin plots for intersection over union scores for the three methods. These violin
plots are similar to box plots, but display the probability density distribution of the data along
the y-axis, in symmetrical fashion for aesthetics, with the interquartile range indicated by the line
along each distribution. On the left, the min-max (MM) method is shown, with relatively low
scores indicating poor generalization. The proposed method, GPEN, is shown in the middle. The
CLAHE-based normalization is shown on the right, with improved performance over the min-max
method. The low scoring lobes for each method are observed in regions of disparate terrain texture
and elevation, and indicates the ability of the network to generalize across regions with varying
terrain. The GPEN method exhibited the best performance and the smallest regionalized lobe.
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Figure 4.8: Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) for the three tested approaches. The
proposed technique was shown to have a lower false positive rate and true positive rate than the
current state of practice preprocessing practices for topography data.
and the min-max methods. As a consequence, this technique exhibited a lower false positive rate
compared to the other techniques tested.
The significance of the intersection-over-union scores between the Min-Max-GPEN] set and CLAHE-
GPEN were measured with the Wilcoxon rank-sum statistical test. The ranking was found to be
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Figure 4.9: Sample output from preprocessing routines on the same image chip. The DSM
image chip (top-left) is shown prior to any preprocessing, the image is provided with elevation in
meters. In the top-right, the reference label mask is shown with the building footprints illustrated.
On the bottom row, the prediction results are shown for the three methods. Both the min-max
method and CLAHE, shown on the left-most two panes, exhibited highly spurious predictions.
This is hypothesized to be a product of the data handling, where features learned in training data
are not well transferred due to the randomness inherent in local normalizations. In the GPEN
results (bottom-right) the network is able to detect building footprints with a low false positive
rate.
Table 4.1: Building Segmentation Metrics for proposed method and comparable preprocessing
techniques.
Normalization Method Min-Max CLAHE GPEN
Mean Overall Accuracy 0.6173 83.21 0.9476
Std. Overall Accuracy 0.1090 0.1988 0.0424
Mean IoU 0.2340 0.3581 0.7312
Std. IoU 0.1429 0.2871 0.2414
highly significant for both sets of scores (p < 0.01 in both cases) and with GPEN being a higher
scoring preprocessing routine.
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Additionally, it was observed that GPEN trained model converged more quickly and deeply, as
measured by the validation loss score. This is demonstrated in the comparative plot in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Training binary cross-entropy loss of the three compared methods during training.
Both the min-max and the CLAHE augmented min-max show a plateau in loss minimization after
about 20 epochs. The proposed GPEN method shows steady and further minimization of the loss
relative to the standard methods.
4.6 Discussion
GPEN was introduced in this study as an alternative to local preprocessing techniques, to preserve
absolute elevation data and maximize dynamic range utilization. In a binary building detection
test harness, GPEN showed strong performance over local normalization methods.
Traditional problems in many image processing domains utilize standard normalization prac-
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tices, which benefit from maximizing contrast [20, 21, 12]. Unlike standard radiometric data,
topological data may be sensitive to normalization which is not uniformly applied to a dataset.
Local contrast enhancement, whether applied on a per-image or per-region basis, exaggerates lo-
cal change in an ambiguous fashion, and is subject only to maximizing the local gradient of an
image [35, 36, 28]. In doing this, semantic information regarding the elevation of a region is
lost. This information is useful for the clustering and contextual understanding of regions in many
three-dimensional (3-D) image exploitation tasks [2, 32, 3].
A predictive model therefore should have more information to access, aside from textural
patterns in the image, by utilizing a preprocessing method like GPEN. We have observed not only
higher accuracy metrics, but more rapid model convergence (shown in Figure 4.10) in this use
case. One interpretation of this result may be that the addition of the bias information to the model
has provided heightened salience to the data.
GPEN yielded an effective and simple method for implementing a global normalization, which
is suitable for analysis of topological data. This method demonstrated significantly improved re-
sults over local normalization. In short, this study has shown initial promise in the binary building
classification task. This simple detector could further benefit from subsequent post-processing,
such as morphological closing, in order to reduce spurious noise in output predictions and re-
silience to false positives. Such processing was omitted to enable direct truth-vs-output compar-
isons in this analysis. Further validation with non-binary classification, from data-sets spanning
across the world, should be conducted in future efforts. Furthermore, this methodology may be
useful to apply to other, non-topological data. E.g., this method demonstrated promise for any
sparse data source which possesses a large dynamic range. This technique may prove effective
with spectral radiance data, for example.
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4.7 Conclusions
A method of pre-processing elevation data that retains an invertible relationship to the input is
proposed here. This method uses the histogram of the elevation population to create a mapping,
which weights bins of the input, based on the number of members in each bin. This mapping then
is used with a gradient balance to map input elevation data points into a normalized space. This
technique has shown an increase in classification accuracy (from 83.2% to 94.7%) and mean-IoU
(from 0.35 to 0.73) over CLAHE normalization in semantic segmentation testing with SegNet,
using the prediction of building footprints, based on elevation data, as a test case. The method has
the advantages of relatively simple implementation and being universal for the purposes of terres-
trial use above a planetary geoid. Specifically, this approach will be suitable for the development
of global-scale CNN’s, using elevation data in 16-bit format, to capitalize on the performance
benefits of recent computing hardware.
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4.9 Next Chapter Foreward
In the next chapter (Chapter 5), a methodology for global scale change localization and prediction
is presented leveraging a dual encoder decoder model. This methodology is tested using topog-
raphy data from the SRTM and land cover classification from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) collects.
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of the Global Landscape Using Machine
Learning
Submitted as Alexander Fafard, Jan van Aardt, & Dave Page to Remote Sensing
This chapter will soon be submitted as an article to the Journal of Remote Sensing as "Topography-
based Change Prediction of the Global Landscape Using Machine Learning". It describes a novel
method of predicting land cover change, using a presented dual encoder-decoder model setup.
This approach divides the change prediction task into two networks, including a localizer and a
predictor. The method is tested with a topographic data, and paired with land cover assessments
spanning 16 years. It was found to outperform typical single encoder-decoder models and presents
a valuable methodology for future land cover predictions.
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5.1 Abstract
A new method for predicting global change in land cover is presented, leveraging encoder-decoder
convolutional networks. Land cover change successfully was predicted from elevation data and
the initial state of the land cover over a user specified temporal span, based on topographical
information from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and Moderate Resolution Imag-
ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) collects
databases. Land cover change was calculated over all permutations of the 16 year operational life
of MODIS, resulting in 2.37 million sample data sets with 256x256 image chips. A dual model
encoder-decoder was constructed and trained as a localizer and predictive model for change detec-
tion. The model was trained on 1.87 million samples with loss weights scaled to data set relative
abundance. Experimentally, this model was evaluated on 500,000 samples, generating a local-
ization and prediction accuracy of 96.4% and 98.5%, respectively. Our analysis has posited that
model prediction accuracy is not significantly impacted by future inference time distance. This
methodology may be extended to predict future land cover changes with a source of topographical
information and a corresponding land cover classification, which has significant implications for
updating land cover change predictions, for use across policy, ecology, and modeling domains.
5.2 Introduction
Global land cover change (LCC) is a pressing issue within many disciplines in the scientific com-
munity [63, 37, 52], with changes to the global landscape having far-reaching effects [46] . The
ability to understand and anticipate these changes is paramount to making informed decisions
about the environment and society. For example, regional changes in a shoreline can impact hydro-
logical engineering concerns, trade, and ecological measures. Similarly, anthropogenic changes
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in the climate or terrain of other regions can have extreme, potentially disastrous effects on the
planet. Thus, there is significant value in forecasting LCC, as it permits response time to mitigate
or manage the results of change [27, 62, 31].
5.2.1 Related Work Land Cover Classification and Change Assessment
Land Cover Classification Schemes
Land cover refers to the specific cover type at any location on Earth, with these classifications
being physical or objective in nature, as opposed to the human-classified, arguably more sub-
jective land use designations, which may be colored by political or sociological intent. Unlike
human-classified land use, LCCs are a proxy physical measurement of the natural world. Typical
classifications include water, forest, other vegetation, bare ground, urban or human built struc-
tures and more fine sub-classifications [54]. These data may be captured via either field surveys
or through analysis of remotely sensed imagery. The use of remotely sensed imagery (as from
airborne platforms or satellites), however, affords the ability to study vast expanses of land, often
with significantly more consistent measurement and rapid revisit time [66]. These measurements
can be temporally oriented to measure change in a scene.
LCCs follow various different schemes, depending on the interests of the classifying party.
Furthermore, different levels of granularity are given to different items. Due to these varying
priorities and specificity, comparisons between classifications can often be disparate, regardless of
embedded accuracy metrics [4, 49, 52].
There have been many several schemes for LCC using remotely sensed data. A scheme by
Walker and Blaschke develops a classification scheme which is catered towards urban classifica-
tion in Phoenix. Many similar schemes exist, which are customized for a particular application
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[51, 59, 47].
Anderson et al. demonstrated a framework for national land use and LCC in 1976. This system
developed the Anderson classification system, which used a standardized hierarchy of classifica-
tions. These hierarchies permitted the aggregation of hierarchical levels, based on the granularity
requirements of the application. Many subsequent LCCs have found their basis in the Anderson
system [39, 26, 4, 61, 60].
Instrumentation & Methods for Land Cover Classification
Historically, land cover change has used remotely sensed data from a variety of imaging platforms
provided by United States Geological Survey (USGS), National Oceanic Atmospheric and Ad-
ministration (NOAA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [29, 61, 60].
The Landsat 1 Thematic Mapper or (Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-1)) and
the rest of the Landsat series have been used to provide LCC since their creation. Most LCC
methods were formulated and developed in the 1970’s and 1980’s [65]. First methods of LCC
utilized human analyst visual interpretation. Shortly after,unsupervised and supervised pixel-based
methods for classifying land cover using maximum-likelihood (ML), K-means and Object-Based
Image Analysis (OBIA) methods became more widely used [23, 43, 49, 39, 42, 51]. Each of these
methods has had their own strengths and shortcomings [43] for different classification goals.
Later, Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) captured 1.1 km ground sam-
pling distance (GSD) with five spectral bands, which achieved two scans of the earth per day [57].
Land classifications have been created from AVHRR data using a variety of techniques. Some
of the more successful techniques have included supervised classification methods like ML, ran-
dom forest [25] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) on user generated features [26]. Some of
the features that had achieved saliency included Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI),
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brightness surface temperature, and principle component bands from principal component analysis
(PCA) [35, 57, 12, 23, 39].
The MODIS system onboard the Earth Observing System (EOS) is in many ways the successor
to the AVHRR instrument. This system has been used extensively for LCC. MODIS operates
aboard the Terra and Aqua spacecraft, which follows an orbit that allows the instrument to view
the full surface of the earth every day. The detector is a multispectral sensor, with 36 spectral
bands, sampled between 0.405 µm and 14.385 µm. The instrument collects imagery at spatial
resolutions of 250 m , 500 m and 1000 m, with the longer wavelength, infrared bands having
coarser spatial resolutions [17].
Global coverage from the MODIS instrument provides a means to predict land cover [19],
where the output from MODIS is combined with ground truth data, typically in a supervised
decision-tree classification method to produce a labeled land cover data product [54, 19]. From the
MODIS data, five different classification schemes have been created, with different priorities for
the classification bins [20, 53]. A yearly global land cover map thus was produced from MODIS
imagery for each of the five MODIS Land Cover Type Products (MCD12Q) between 2001 and
2016 [46].
The MCD12Q land cover data include five distinct classification schemes, derived from a
supervised decision tree classification. Type 1 refers to the annual IGBP classification, which
represents 17 distinct classifications. This system is the most granular classification of the provided
land cover products. Other types classifications include the University of Maryland , Leaf area
index (LAI), Net Primary Production and Plant Functional Type classifications [21]. Such MODIS
LCCs have been validated in several studies and present an unprecedented wealth of accurate and
high resolution LCC data [16, 46, 63, 20].
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Land Cover Change Prediction
In many areas of the world, the ability to predict land cover change is important for environmental
and urban planning, and in a broader context, development of management strategies or policy
[27, 62, 31]. Land cover change is driven by complex human and natural factors, including crop
growth, city expansion, weather patterns, and more volatile events [41, 55]. Given the importance
of predicting these changes, it is highly desirable to have a high fidelity forecasting model for
pre-emptive decision-making.
Fundamentally, land cover change prediction, is the estimation of LCC as a function of time.
As long as LCC has been estimated on the Landsat platforms, change detection maps have been
calculated [23, 26]. And as imaging systems have achieved improved in spatial resolution spec-
ification, prediction fidelity also has improved, thus requiring more elaborate predictive models.
Some of these land cover change models have been used to detect change as far back as 1960,
using multi-temporal imaging data and topographic maps. Using ML methods, these data were
used to perform supervised classifications of where and how change had occurred [15].
More recent work has successfully predicted land cover from multispectral imagery using
recurrent neural networks [50]. More recently, Olding et. al have reported success in predicting
land cover change using a covariance-based method. Their model showed promise in predicting
land cover change in South Africa from the MODIS instrument. However, even though the models
performed well in the tested regions, they were learned specifically for that trained region of the
world and extensibility to other regions, or even global application, remains an open question
[40, 9, 72]. Stated differently, many of these models suffer from over-training, in that they do not
generalize well to new regions [41, 26, 58].
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Semantic Segmentation & Encoder-Decoder Networks
Semantic segmentation refers to a task in computer vision which aims to label each pixel of an
input into a set of categories or classes. This association of the pixel with classes represents a
learning of the relationship between the input with the semantic meaning of the class [38]. The
learning task has been approached using conventional supervised and unsupervised techniques,
such as a SVM, hierarchical decision-trees [54],ML [35, 57, 43], and covariance-based methods
[40, 58], amongst others. These approaches all share the approach of being shallow learning
processes that attempt to learn some hyperplane for the categorization of novel data. However, in
the case of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), more complex relationships can be extracted
and learned from the cascade of nonlinear layers. Each of the first layers of a CNN extract features
from the data and create efficient representations for data separation [6].
An encoder-decoder CNN explicitly leverages this behavior to a.) successively learn low-
dimensional feature representations from a high-dimensional or complex input, and b.) decode
this feature representation into a meaningful output. These networks perform very well on com-
plex input due to their ability to encode and learn semantic information toward rapid training
and prediction [48, 6, 30, 38, 58]. This approach has by extension took root in more complex,
time-series-based assessments.
Such multi-temporal encoder-decoder networks have been used for LCC to great effect. Recent
work has shown U-Net, SegNet and Deeplab-V3 to perform strongly at classifying local land cover
[68, 11, 47, 55]. More complicated multi-scale models have shown even greater results, at the
expense of ease of implementation and computational complexity [36, 68].
However, in all of the aforementioned cases, land cover prediction was conducted on a local or
large regional basis. These models do not tend to generalize well to new locations with different
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land cover types and surface textures [67, 72, 8]. Previous work has reported that this is in part
due to the move to higher spatial resolution data sources, resulting in domain specificity [8, 58].
Altitudinal Zonation
Previous work has found topographical information to be a useful feature for LCC. This feature
was used alongside electro-optical (EO) imagery to provide robust estimates of land cover [15].
In fact, it is well known that different geographic features are grouped by relative elevation. Many
regions on earth can be grouped into zones classified by height above sea level. These zones
generally exhibit climatological and ecological similarities [5, 3, 13].
It therefore is hypothesized that these zonal similarities may be used as a helpful cue in LCC.
5.2.2 Paper Layout
We hypothesize that these LCC models could more accurately be used for global prediction by cre-
ating two separate encoder-decoder models. The first model will be responsible for the localization
of where change is likely to have occurred; and the second uses this feedback to predict what land
cover change has occurred at these locations. This hypothesis is tested using topographic data
available from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).
SegNet has found widespread adoption as a tool for LCC. The network has shown strong
performance at making predictions on a local scale for both localizing and predicting land cover
change [33, 34, 67, 8, 72, 68, 47], while remaining computationally simple, with a small memory
footprint [6]. Consequentially, we have chosen to use SegNet as the evaluated encoder-decoder
CNN structure for our dual network structure.
In this paper, we therefore present a novel method of predicting near-global land cover change
using structural data. In Section 5.3, the different data acquisition and preprocessing steps are
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discussed before describing the final state of the data presented to the model. The experimental
parameters and setup then are presented in Section 5.4, and finally the results and discussion of
the semantic meaning are presented in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
Data were retrieved from the SRTM database, a mission that produced digital elevation models
across much of the globe (56◦ S to 60◦ N) in February 2000. The global data have a spatial
resolution of 3 arc seconds (at the equator this is approximately a 90 meter ground sampling
distance)[1, 71]. Data were downloaded from 14,284 image chips, sized 3601 × 3601 images,
covering the latitudes of the collected imagery. These images were intersected with a global map
by geo-coordinate extent to produce a global terrestrial elevation map, bounded by international
borders.
5.3.2 MODIS Land Cover Change
We leveraged the IGBP MODIS- MCD12Q global land cover product for global change estimates.
The IGBP type cover was used, since it provided the most classification detail for the five available
classification schemes.
This system separates the Earth’s land cover into 17 discrete classes, which are shown below,
along with their numerical labels, in the left-hand side of Table 5.1. The GSD of the dataset is
500 meters and represents a derived product from MODIS Aqua and Terra satellites [21]. The
associated LCCs have been validated by a host of studies [16, 46, 63, 20, 54], where annual LCCs
are generated at the end of every calendar year [21]. Our work thus utilizes classification data,
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Figure 5.1: SRTM-derived topographic map, where all of the SRTM tiles have been mosaicked.
The extreme values here are -413 m and 8,850 m - but for visualization contrast, these sparse
extremes are not shown on the legend.
generated at the end of every year between 2001 and 2016, representing a different temporal
change steps.
The primary interest of this study is that of coarse scale, MODIS-level land cover change
prediction, but based on topological data. With this in mind, the finer class values used in the
IGBP classification were generalized to a simpler classification scheme. This compressed scheme
is composed of water bodies (0), forested regions (1), savanna and grasslands (2), cropland (3),
urban (4), and barren or iced over regions (5). This generalization is summarized in the right hand
side of Table 5.1 and represents the high-level classes that often are important at coarse global
scales [35, 57, 12, 23]. This generalization has the benefit of overcoming one of the major issues
with land cover descriptions. In natural resource inventories, each survey has defined, similarly
named categories using different criteria. An example of this can be found in the definition of
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forested regions, which may include or exclude different forest types (deciduous vs. coniferous)
or features, e.g., grasses, canopy covered area, or stand height. [7].
Table 5.1: IGBP Class Labels and Generalization
Input Pixel Value Class Description Generalized Class Number
0 Water 0
1 Evergreen Needleleaf Forests 1
2 Evergreen Broadleaf Forests 1
3 Deciduous Needleleaf Forests 1
4 Deciduous Broadleaf Forests 1
5 Mixed Forests 1
6 Closed Shrublands 2
7 Open Shrublands 2
8 Woody Savannas 2
9 Savannas 2
10 Grasslands 2
11 Permanent Wetlands 2
12 Croplands 3
13 Urban and Built-up 4
14 Cropland/Vegetation mosaic 3
15 Snow and Ice 5
16 Barren or Sparsely Vegetated 5
254 Unclassified NaN (removed)
255 Fill Value NaN (removed)
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5.3.3 Change Encoding
An encoding scheme was devised In the IGBP data, which preserves the initial and final state of
the change. The scheme was devised as a counting scheme, shown in Table 5.2, where values
which preserve their original state are multiples of 7. Examining the relative pixel-wise change
between the first and second year data, this scheme was applied and mapped to an encoded output
image, which represented the change between the two dates.
Table 5.2: IGBP Change Encoding Scheme
First Year Value
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 12 13 14 15 16 17
3 18 19 20 21 22 23
4 24 25 26 27 28 29
Second Year Value
5 30 31 32 33 34 35
Clearly, the original and final state can be decoded from the encoded value. The initial value ,
sinit, is
sinit = sencoded mod nclasses (5.1)
and the final state, sfinal is
sfinal = floor(sencoded/nclasses) (5.2)
, where nclasses is the number of classes, and sencoded is the encoded value.
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These values are used internally in order to provide a compact 8-bit raster, capable of express-
ing the initial and final land classification values in a single array.
5.3.4 Permutations of Change
IGBP change was calculated between every unique combination of IGBP collection dates. 120 dif-
ferent permutations were calculated for the years 2001-2016. These permutations were calculated
and grouped based on the year differential between the measured years. For example, 2002-2004
was grouped in the ∆2 year change, and so on. A summary of this process is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: All non-redundant permutations of yearly IGBP collected data were used to pro-
vide temporal increments of change data. This included every combination of MODIS IGBP
collection years which were non-redundant; 120 different permutations were calculated.
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Figure 5.3: Mosaic of imagery coverage near Turkey. In the first six images (from left-to-right
and top-to-bottom), the generalized IGBP classifications estimated in 2001 are via a pixel mask
(i.e., white indicates the presence of the listed class). These classes include the presence of water,
forested, savanna, urban, cropland, and barren regions. In the bottom-left, a true color image of the
region is shown. Adjacent is an elevation digital surface model (DSM), derived from SRTM data.
The bottom-right shows regions of classification change, where 10 years later are highlighted.
5.3.5 Data Preparation and Alignment
The Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) [24] was used to design a set of tools to identify
overlap in geo-coordinate extent between SRTM data and generalized IGBP state, as encoded in
Table 5.2. These regions were aligned and overlapping SRTM data were resampled (by nearest-
neighbor) to MODIS spatial resolution. This aligned data set included country-level coverage for
all MODIS IGBP years and SRTM data. Figure 5.3 shows an example for Turkey in 2001, with
the decoded land cover classifications illustrated.
These data were then filtered such that regions larger than 256×256, with contiguous non-
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NaN values, were preserved. Additionally, chips which contained entirely water were removed,
since it was assumed that these would not exhibit significant change over subsequent time frames.
Once these regions were identified, the SRTM data were stacked and aligned with the encoded
IGBP data; a total of 2.37 million non-overlapping image chips were extracted in this way. These
extracted 256×256×2 image chips then were processed to create input and reference truth data
sets. The SRTM data were stacked with the decoded source state of the IGBP land cover, and
an array of constant integers which represented the year gap, in order to form the 256×256×3
input data set. The reference truth set consisted of a 256×256×1 array, containing the decoded
destination state of the IGBP land cover. A visual sample of this data formation is later shown
schematically in Figure 5.5, where the model processing flow is demonstrated.
5.4 Encoder-Decoder Experimental Setup
Land cover change was predicted using the following environment, based on the data previously
described in Section 5.3.5:
* The experiments utilized a set of four Nvidia K40 Tesla GPUs, each with 12 GB RAM;
* Pytorch 1.4.0 was used to implement and execute the described experiments;
* In terms of network architecture, encoder-decoder networks are known to be robust for
many image segmentation tasks and possesses a relatively low memory footprint. These networks
have been used with great success in domains which have ranged from autonomous driving [6] to
microscopy [48]. SegNet [6], an encoder-decoder network architecture therefore was trained on
these data. Segnet was implemented in Pytorch, based on the models used in the work of Zhou et.
al [70].
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Figure 5.4: Summary of the proposed technique for global prediction of land cover change.
Data were acquired across the globe from the SRTM 2001 collect, as well as MODIS land cover
IGBP classifications. The IGBP data were re-binned into simplified categories and used to produce
permutations of global change between 2001 and 2016. This change map was then encoded into
a integer representation LCC across the globe. The SRTM DSM then was used as an input to our
encoder-decoder network to train and predict the encoded change map target.
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5.4.1 Dual Encoder-Decoder Structure
Encoder decoder models especially are useful for semantic segmentation, but we have noted in
experimental work for this paper that a single encoder-decoder model struggles to localize and
identify change in this task. We therefore have broken the localization and prediction tasks into
two separate Segnet models. This Siamese structure (shown in Figure 5.5, provides a co-evolving
network, where the loss for each network is weighted by the truth map for change. The structure
of this learning task is described in greater depth in section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Model Learning Parameters
A batch size of 65 was used for training on ≈ 1,270,000 image chip samples. Additional to this
set, the validation set included 600,000 image chips. Each chip was apportioned to be of size
256x256, with stacked Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)-normalized
elevation data, initial class state, and an integer mask of the year difference for prediction. These
data were presented in half precision. An example structuring of the data is shown in Figure 5.5
below.
An initial learning rate of 5e−3 was experimentally selected. This learning rate was set to
decrease by an order of magnitude at every plateau of validation accuracy over two epochs, thereby
allowing the model to become more finely tuned.
5.4.3 Model Weighted Loss
Categorical cross entropy is a well used loss function for optimizing semantic segmentation tasks





























































































































































































Figure 5.5: Processing flow of the CNN training. Input data from the SRTM Digital Elevation
Model (DEM), a constant integer array indicating years between samples and an initial land cover
classification, were stacked as a 256 × 256 × 3 matrix. These data were presented to SegNet
and an output estimate of land cover classification in the future was inferred. This inference then
was compared to projected year MODIS classifications and used to calculate an error map. The
loss determined by this error map was weighted by determining where change occurred, and back-
propagated to refine the network.
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, forM class labels, y, as a binary indicator of correct prediction, and probability p, of observation
o being class c.
This loss model works well in evenly distributed data sets, where the data are not extremely
sparse. Unfortunately, the overwhelming majority of pixels globally between years do not change,
since drastic large scale change is fairly rare. Furthermore, the distribution of land cover data
change is uneven between classes. Practically, this resulted in a situation where the generated data
sets contained sparse exemplars of changed pixels, as well as substantially varied class sizes.
To address this situation, two modifications were made to the cross entropy loss function.
First, a histogram of all change mappings, described in Table 5.2, was built. This histogram was






, where H represents the normalized histogram.
As a second stage of loss weighting, a mask of changed regions η(i, j) was defined as
η(i, j) =

0 Vinitial(i, j) = Vfinal(i, j)
1 Vinitial(i, j) 6= Vfinal(i, j)
(5.5)
where (i, j) denote the row and column of the land cover images, V in the initial and final
states. This is visualized as the change mask illustrated in Figure 5.5.
The mask was used to selectively weight losses, calculated at regions of change, with a weight-
ing factor determined by the abundance of change in scene. The weighting factor, w, was calcu-
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. Here N and M represent the height and width of the image chip.
This weight was incorporated into the cross entropy loss function as a scaling factor which





where ηo is the value of the mask at the particular observation o.
This alteration provided significantly greater weight to observations where land cover has
changed. Empirically, we found it was impractical to train the network without these weightings.
5.5 Results
The two trained SegNet networks were evaluated on an unseen holdout test set of 500,000 images,
randomly distributed across the coverage area. These random chips ensured representative geo-
graphic coverage across a variety of terrain forms. As in the training and validation stages, the
output of the localization network was used to guide the prediction network.
The localization network demonstrated a strong ability to learn and predict where land cover
change was likely to occur. This feature is demonstrated in Figure 5.7. Here, localization of
change closely follows the truth values for where change occurred. The correlation is especially
strong along a river in scene, which is strongly correlated with topography.
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Figure 5.6: Logarithmically-scaled histogram of data set populations; classes vary greatly
in relative input mappings and output distributions. In order to prevent the network from being
biased heavily in favor of the over or under represented samples, this histogram was used to weight
relative updates for each class.
Figure 5.7: Example output of the localizer network, seven years apart, from the input in Brazil.
The ground truth localizations are shown in white on the mask on the left. The predictions for the
sample are shown on the right. The predictions closely mirror the changes which were actually
observed in the future year instance.
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The prediction network also exhibited high accuracy in predicting future change at localized
sites. Given an input state, topographic SRTM, and year change data, the output state is predicted
and bounded by the localization network.
Overall, the localization network achieved a mean overall classification accuracy of 96.4%,
while the prediction network attained a value of 98.5%. Jointly, this translated to an overall output
prediction accuracy of 94.9%. More specifically, the performance of the localization network is
described by a receiver operator characteristic (ROC), which is shown in Figure 5.8 below. For
the change prediction area under the curve (AUC) score of 0.96 was measured from the classifier
on the entire testing set. On the other hand, the background class only achieved an AUC of 0.56.
This suggests that the localizer achieves low errors of commission, but exhibits significant errors
of omission.
The prediction network was tested on the localized change regions, as recognized by the afore-
mentioned network. The accuracy of the change prediction is summarized in another ROC, shown
in Figure 5.9. A confusion matrix in Figure 5.10 offers another perspective on the performance of
the overall predictions across these regions.
These overall performance metrics are then broken down in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 to
describe predictor performance for each yearly period gap. This is done to provide a sense of
predictor foresight capability and whether performance statistically varies into the future.
The proposed technique was compared against two other methods, including a SVM and a
single encoder-decoder network. The support vector was used with a linear kernel, and a single
SegNet model was used to simultaneously localize and label pixels. The area under the curve
for each method tested is summarized in Table 5.3. According to these metrics, the proposed
method performed with higher accuracy for all tasks. The shrub and urban predictions notably
also performed poorly under both the SVM and single encoder-decoder models.
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Figure 5.8: Localizer ROC which describes the overall performance of the localization portion of
the dual encoder-decoder model. The model exhibits strong performance as a predictor of where
land cover change will occur.
5.6 Discussion
The described approach has demonstrated strong performance in both localizing and predicting
future change on a global scale. The ROC curves, shown for each component of the system,
demonstrate where the limits of performance are. Specifically, while both the localizer and pre-
dictor show strong performance overall, the localizer experiences significant errors of omission,
and the predictor is limited in its ability to accurately predict change in all class types. The lo-
calizer has a high degree of confidence in the locations marked as changed. Since many factors
contribute to land cover change, it is possible that the localizer was able to semantically predict
the locations of certain types of change, while being unable to forecast others. These false nega-
tives indicate that, while some types of change were predicted with a high level of accuracy, the
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Figure 5.9: Land Cover Predictor ROC describing the classification label of flagged global
change pixels. The performance for each tested class is shown. Here, all classes demonstrated
good performance except for the urban and shrubbery predictions.
predictive model was unable to capture the phenomenology of other occurrences.
The predictor displays very high accuracy for water, forested, cropland, and barren region
change prediction, in the given regions where change occurred (shown in Figure 5.9). The ur-
ban and shrubbery laden areas were less accurately predicted using the presented infrastructure.
These results were echoed for the compared methods. The SVM and single encoder-decoder also
demonstrated results with diminished predictive power for shrubland and urban settings. These
outcomes were attributed to a variety of factors.
For urban land, many anthropogenic factors that drive development obviously are indepen-
dent of topography, e.g., socio-economic status [60, 32], and as a result, it is not surprising that
urban change classification is amongst the lowest performing classes. Human urban change, in
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Figure 5.10: Visualization of testing confusion matrix. The values of the confusion matrix are
visualized logarithmically to provide contrast. The overwhelming majority of items were classified
accurately, with some confusion amongst the shrub and urban classes.
fact, could be viewed as somewhat independent of topographic factors, with the exception being
certain building types that require specific slopes, for example [27, 62, 31]. Furthermore, urban
development often could be dictated by available space, and not merely the topography itself, e.g.,
in steep-sloped cities, such as Hong Kong. This result thus is consistent with our intuition that
urban change could exhibit low predictive power, when using topographical data as only input.
This speaks to a potential research question, where future studies could evaluate other inputs, with
proven linkages to urban development, to our proposed encoder-decoder model.
In the case of shrubland change, the results perhaps are less straightforward. Counter to strong
performance in other explained "natural" classes, this classification label exhibited markedly lower
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Localizer Change AUC 0.96 0.38 0.41
Localizer Background AUC 0.56 0.41 0.50
Predictor Average AUC 0.90 0.56 0.55
Predictor Water AUC 0.99 0.46 0.55
Predictor Forest AUC 0.93 0.56 0.66
Predictor Shrub/Grassland AUC 0.26 0.15 0.25
Predictor Urban AUC 0.32 0.16 0.25
Predictor Cropland AUC 0.95 0.10 0.22
Predictor Barren/Ice AUC 0.97 0.18 0.31
prediction scores. One explanation for the relative distance in scores may be due to under-
representation in the data set. Despite efforts to weight observations appropriately, the relative
sparsity of shrubland may also be a related factor, causing the model to mis-predict this class. Ad-
ditionally, shrublands are arguably quite robust and have the ability to spread dynamically across
topographic gradients, even upslope, thereby defying the ability to accurately predict shrubland
change with only topographic information [14, 44, 18, 10].
Previous work in global LCC have shown that these observations are reflected across other
studies. Holistic studies of global land cover change have shown a total increase of human land
use 15.5% globally [29, 45, 28]. These human factors, may play a role in the failure of the model
to predict land cover classification change. Additionally, they noted that the greatest changes
in global land cover were found in savannas and shrub heavy grasslands [29]. These regions
were followed in frequency by forested regions. These changes were localized in the majority to
forested areas or shrublands that were primarily utilized for the creation of pastures for grazing
or industrial forestry [29, 61]. Global land cover has been deeply affected by human activity over
many centuries, so many of these factors are entwined with more complex human settlement and
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development patterns than are explored in this methodology [45, 28, 60].
Performance metrics also were grouped by year and used to analyze whether the model ex-
periences a statistically significant change in accuracy beyond a certain yearly forecast period.
In Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, the distribution of average ROC scores show that the scores are
grouped tightly, regardless of the initial-to-final state year discrepancy (distance into the future)
that the model was used to predict change. The Friedman test was used to determine which, if any,
year gap periods significantly deviate in accuracy as a function of year gap. The Friedman test
is a non-parametric statistical test which serves to describe whether samples are ranked the same
[22]. The results from this test indicated that the localizer and region predictor occupied the same
distribution of error rates for all tested annual durations. In fact, the difference between year gaps
was not statistically significant, with p-values of 0.012 and 0.008, respectively, for the two sets of
data.
Figure 5.11: Localized ROC curves broken
down by year. Each year distance (or differ-
ence) was used to calculate ROC statistics. All
of the year distances exhibited similar predictive
behavior.
Figure 5.12: Average predictor ROC curves
by year. Average statistics were calculated by
year for all sample distances. Similar to Fig-
ure 5.11, all years show a nearly identical ROC.
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In the case of the dual encoder-decoder structure, future work could combine the encoder por-
tions of the networks. These network layers could alternatively be constructed as a single encoder
with dual decoder layers, which are tasked to both predict the binary change map, and to predict
an element-wise pixel prediction of the predicted year land cover state. This architectural weight
sharing could be used to further compress the neural network to a simplified form, since the en-
coder is predicted to be similar for both tasks. There is precedent for such work in other deep
learning tasks which utilize similar split architectures, such as in the domain of speech recognition
[2]. For example, Takahasi et. al have found success at simplifying and making ResNet style net-
works more robust through the use of weight sharing multi-architecture approaches [56]. Similar
methods could be used in future work to improve on the architecture presented here.
This methodology may be extended in future work to include alternate data sources, besides
topographical data. Many other global change variables may be correlated with other EO or re-
mote sensing data [61]. For example, a compound model with three-dimensional (3-D) and planar
imaging data may be used to predict global change with even greater fidelity and exploitable infor-
mation. The inclusion of spatially-explicit data from other disciplines, such as socio-economics,
ecology, climatology, etc., also could significantly enhance model performance. We proposed an
advanced encoder-decoder framework or methodology here, with 3D topographical data as an ini-
tial input. We observed encouraging outcomes, especially for select land cover types, but by no
means do we claim that i) topographical data are either ideal or the best predictor variable for
specific classes or ii) that errors of omissions (false negatives) are of less importance than true
positives. In fact, we contend that a more expansive set of input variables, identified by land cover
domain experts, would work very well with our proposed machine learning approach.
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5.7 Conclusions
A new method of predicting global change in land cover is presented, leveraging a dual encoder-
decoder convolutional network. This method is demonstrated using topographical information
from the SRTM and MODIS IGBP collects, land cover change was predicted from elevation data
and the initial state of the land cover over a user specified temporal span at an annual temporal
resolution. Land cover changes were calculated over all permutations of the 16 year operational
life of MODIS. A 2.37 million sample data set was created with 256x256 image chips. A dual
model encoder-decoder was constructed and trained as a localizer and predictive model for change.
The model was trained on 1.87 million samples with loss weights scaled to data set relative abun-
dance. Experimentally, this model was evaluated on 500,000 samples, generating a localization
and prediction class accuracy 96.4% and 98.5%, respectively. Analysis has posited that model
prediction accuracy is not significantly impacted by future inference time distance, while predic-
tive accuracies were higher for those classes that have a logical connection to topopgrahical data
as input/driver variable. This methodology may be extended to predict future land cover changes,
using topographical information as input data, along with a corresponding initial land cover clas-
sification. However, future efforts should evaluate the inclusion of a range of other, land cover
class-specific variables, which likely will improve the per-class accuracies, especially for those
classes that exhibit a weak correlation with topographical data as sole input.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions, Impact and Outlook
6.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, several aspects of the expansive three-dimensional (3-D) processing chain were
examined, across a range of 3-D modailites, data types, and use case. Critical short-comings of
the state-of-practice preprocessing and analysis of 3-D data were examined and addressed. We do
not, however, claim that the presented 3-D analysis is exhaustive of all challenges in this domain.
We identified a number of challenges and applications, and presented potential solutions to these.
6.1.1 LiDAR Sampling Bias: Chapter 3
In the area of terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) LIght Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), a critical
bias by typical scanning mode systems was identified in Chapter 3. A correction factor was in-
troduced and examined in a field study in a challenging forest environment in Micronesia. This
correction factor not only corrects for the spherical scanning bias, which is present in the sam-
pling of a TLS system, but also preserves points which are located at greater range according the
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the inverse square distance by the projected area of the point. This processing has resulted in the
qualitative de-noising of point clouds, while removing bias from the polar regions of the scanned
geometry. This effort will contribute to future analyses of TLS in ensuring that sampling bias does
not influence subsequent quantitative algorithm development.
6.1.2 Topographic Normalization for Machine Learning: Chapter 4
Airborne and spaceborne systems that collect digital surface maps of the world by various means
have aimed to provide detailed topographical measurement of the world [12, 16]. This information
is useful for training machine learning models for the ready detection of various biophysical phe-
nomena [42]. Conventional normalization, necessitated by typical machine learning algorithms,
results in lost of contrast or relative semantic meaning, due to the sparse distribution and large dy-
namic range of elevation values [24, 11, 36]. This effect has hampered the effectiveness of current
methods for use in topological analysis [4, 24]. We introduced a technique which preserves se-
mantic meaning, while dealing with sparse population effects, in order to address this. The Global
Partition Elevation Normalization (GPEN) method introduced in chapter 4 addresses this effect
with significant increases in performance. This technique was field-tested in the task of building
detection across the states of Tennessee & Arkansas, given elevation data covering the region from
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) collection, with co-
incident building labels. The effort presents a novel and robust approach to data normalization,
especially critical to future deep learning research.
6.1.3 Global Land Cover Change Prediction: Chapter 5
In chapter 5, a methodology for the prediction of global land cover change (LCC) was presented.
There arguably has never been a greater need to predict change of the earth’s landscape, given the
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impacts of climate and anthropogenic change. Many land cover studies have previously attempted
to solve this issue through standard machine learning techniques or in situ measurements [12, 1,
16, 43, 17]. Other studies have made use of more modern Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
techniques, though these techniques have been applied at a local scale[10, 34]. This methodology
applies a dual encoder-decoder semantic segmentation algorithm, which divides the LCC into
two tasks. These tasks include localization and prediction. This technique has been tested using
topographic data, and shown improvement over the current state of the art approaches.
6.1.4 Impact
The research outcomes presented in this dissertation may have several impacts across the 3-D
domains of point cloud subsampling, machine learning applied to topography data, and landscape
change prediction.
Point Cloud Subsampling and 3D Modeling
The remote sensing community using 3-D point clouds derived in spherical coordinate systems
will benefit from the advancements in point cloud subsampling. Many studies have relied upon
voxel sampling methods, all of which inherit the point cloud sampling bias which is present in
spherical sensors [47, 32, 49, 37, 30]. Future studies using this method will be able to mitigate
this bias using the proposed method in Chapter 3.
Additionally, this method is robust and efficient enough that it may be used for onboard pro-
cessing. This may be a useful pre-processing step for device-level operations. A low-powered
processor, such as an Arduino micro-controller, could sample these point clouds at runtime or dur-
ing collection. Such an implementation will serve to vastly reduce the recorded amount of data.
This will provide the ability to record significantly more data and reduce post-processing time for
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point clouds which are recorded [30].
In our experiments, this method has also achieved better registration accuracies in dense
forested regions, such as those in Micronesia. Enhanced registration will empower users to achieve
better accuracies in many 3-D tasks which require volumetric accuracy [38, 48, 32].
Another use of this spherical sampling may emerge in the fields of Virtual reality (VR) or data
compression & streaming. 3-D data represents a large challenge in terms of real-time processing
for applications involving streaming real-time updated environments. This challenge emerges
on both the data bandwidth side and in terms of the processing domain [3, 2]. Many of these
applications involve a user being presented with a 3-D scene for viewing. Since the user is viewing
the scene with their visual system, they are usually focused on a single part of the scene at any
instant. Their retinal field-of-view is focused on a single region, with diminishing focus off-axis.
One application of this method may be to preferentially sample the 3-D scene where the user’s
attention is focused, in order to reduce the bandwidth and processing load necessary for scene
analysis/interpretation [13, 26, 20].
Topography as a Machine Learning Input
Machine learning has advanced rapidly with the advent of deep learning, with CNNs having been
applied to a number of challenging tasks. Remote sensing is one field which has benefited greatly
from these advancements. Until recently, CNNs mostly have been applied to radiometric and
spectral data [39, 41, 14, 9]. These data lend themselves to the conventional preprocessing model
for neural networks. Such neural network models in many cases normalize feature inputs such that
node weight updates are not heavily dominated by a single feature [35, 21, 27, 50, 48].
Unlike standard raster image data, topographic data is not well described by relative differ-
ences in scene. Normalization may destroy meaningful semantic information in scene, which is
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useful for semantic learning. Simultaneously, it is useful to remap data to sit in ∈ [0,1] to make
use of optimization tools for CNNs [21, 29].
In Chapter 4, a method is described which provides an invertible mapping for topographic
data, while preserving relative elevation of the input. This remapping was used experimentally in a
binary classification problem to extract building footprints from topographic data. Experimentally,
this provided higher accuracy and quicker model training convergence. If this pattern continues
for other networks, it may be a useful tool to enable broader use of topographic data for machine
learning with CNNs. This may enable the use of networks at a global scale or with more varied
data, since this is a more robust representation for a large collection of topographic data. Also,
remote sensing often experiences domain transfer issues, where a network which has been trained
in one region, fails to generalize to another region [42, 5, 14, 28, 39, 24]. This tool may be a useful
inroads to solving this problem.
The applications of this mapping methodology are not necessarily limited to the 3-D domain
either. The methodology, which is used for this mapping, in principle may be useful for any sparse
collection of data with a high dynamic range. One example which comes to mind is spectral
radiance data, these data may possess a large dynamic range due to the differences in radiance
present between targets and the wavelength of interest. For many wavelengths, the spectra may
exhibit values of near 0, while at other locations, the radiance may be quite large. These high
contrast differences tend to result in low contrast features, which may be difficult for a machine
learning algorithm to ingest. An example blackbody spectrum is shown in Figure 6.1.
Other methods have been proposed to work with point clouds for machine learning, with most
approaches electing to operate in full point cloud space, such as PointNet [33, 32]. These solutions
have shown good progress, but do not necessary work well as multi-modal inputs with other raster
data [33].
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Figure 6.1: Example spectral radiance plot from a 5000K blackbody which displays the high
dynamic range characteristics, present in many targets. It may be that such a spectra could benefit
from representation with the GPEN method for machine learning tasks.
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Landscape Change Prediction
Global environmental change is a pressing concern, now more than ever. As climate change accel-
erates, awareness of how the landscape may change becomes paramount across ongoing research
for many domains [46, 40, 1]. Past efforts have monitored global LCC through remote sensing,
e.g., since the early Landsat programs. Prior to that, even topographic maps were used to monitor
how the land was changing[45, 31].
Many of these tools have relied on conventional signal processing classification methods like
maximum-likelihood (ML) and other supervised techniques. For example, the Moderate Resolu-
tion Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) program used a decision tree to measure global land
cover change during the 16 years of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)
effort [44, 43]. More recent work has started to incorporate other machine learning methods, in-
cluding CNNs for semantic segmentation. These techniques have seen limited adoption on the
global scale, unlike the more conventional signal processing techniques [12, 5]. For example, in
Chapter 5, a methodology for global scale prediction using a dual CNN encoder-decoder networks
is provided. This methodology improves upon results obtained using standard encoder-decoder
models and Support Vector Machines (SVMs), by dividing the prediction process into separate lo-
calization and prediction tasks. The addition of this tool to the repertoire of global change studies
therefore may enable more accurate forecast of global change prediction models.
Beyond the LCC community, this division of localization and labelling may be useful to the
computer vision community for tasks which are not easily learned through single model learning.
The design of the dual-encoder is useful for learning, since the localizer provides feedback to
the predictor, which in turn weights observations that have changed more heavily and thereby
encouraging faster learning. One such task that may benefit from this paradigm in remote sensing
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involves target detection and recognition. In many occasions, there is a vast amount of background
data relative to an object of interest. It may be first useful in these situations to localize and predict
the object label in separate networks to train a model in less time [6, 7, 25]. For example, the
xView target recognition challenge reveals an example where target recognition is trained with a
large majority of unclassified background area.
6.1.5 Outlook / Future Work
Despite the opportunity for impact across many domains, there are several limitations to the re-
search presented. In this section, we describe areas which may be further explored in future
research.
LiDAR Point Cloud Validation Studies
The research in Chapter 3 has shown an increase in forest/tree stem reconstruction accuracy in
Micronesia. There are a wealth of studies which have been conducted using TLS LiDAR systems
that have used native scans for automated assessment. Many of these studies may have their
results impacted by this sampling bias in the point cloud [48, 22, 18, 8, 15, 15, 23]. In future
work, many of these studies may be revisited to validate the conclusions which have been reached
with this sampling, used in lieu of the sampling or lack thereof in past research. These validations
may affect or enhance the current state of research with TLS systems. Additionally, an on-chip
implementation of this method should be implemented in future work to provide to either LiDAR
ground scanning units or virtual reality systems for on-chip processing [30].
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Figure 6.2: Automated Target Recognition example, using the xView data set to show the la-
belling of a variety of targets from remote sensing electro-optical (EO) imagery (from the xView
target recognition challenge). The challenge used a a large variety of land object classifications
which were sparsely distributed, as is typical for many remote sensing object recognition tasks
[19].
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Extension of GPEN to Global Data
In future work, the GPEN method should be further validated against a larger data set that spans
the entire globe. One good candidate for this methodology may be to extend the study in Chapter 5
to use this mapping preprocessing method. The results obtained with this global data set could be
compared with the original results to providee further validation to this method in a multi-class,
multi-network classification task. Additionally, the method may be extended to other high dynamic
range data, like spectral data, as discussed earlier.
Quantification of Global Change Future Study
The methodology described in Chapter 5 may be a useful tool to integrate into the global land
cover change prediction effort. Current efforts incorporate multi-source models to capture many
variables into the robust modeling of the global climate [42, 43, 17]. These models make use of
sociological, electro-optical, and climatological variables as indicators for the future trajectory of
land cover change [12]. In future work, these models may benefit from the incorporation of the
global change prediction architecture provided, while making use of these multi-source inputs.
Accumulation of historical data, along with current observations, then may be used to generate an
evolving model of land cover change at the global scale with greater fidelity than ever before.
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